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4 Introduction
uthor and Holocaust survivor 
Elie Wiesel once said, “Today, 
a new generation will assume
responsibility for its history. A n d  y e t ,  there is 
this: The past lives on in the present, impossible to 
forget.” As we have begun this school year, we have 
also begun the journey into a new century of Oliv­
et history with the celebration of our Centennial.
It would serve us well to take a deeper look into the meaning of 
Mr. Wiesel’s two favorite words: “a n d  y e t .  "A s  we continue 
through the Centennial year at Olivet in the months to come, be- 
hinduslie lOOyears oflegacy, richhistory, strong tradition, and 
a firm foundation in an “Education With a Christian Purpose.”
In reflecting upon the too years that lie behind us, we 
also must look ahead. The too years to come will lead 
us on a journey of faith with God into territory we can­
not yet see. We do not know the plans that our Fa­
ther holds for any of our futures, whether as individu­
als, as a university, or as a community of believers. We 
do not know these plans, and those who began the 
Olivet community in 1907 did not know those plans.
But our Creator knows them all. Prov­
erbs 19:21 (NIV) says, “Many are 
the plans in a man’s heart but it is 
the Lord’s purpose that prevails.”

ach day that our feet carry us between 
Chapman and Williams, Parrott and Nesbitt, 
Burke and Ludwig, Reed and Weber, we car­
ry plans in our hearts of where we would like to go and 
what we would like to accomplish, much like the men 
and women whose names now grace our buildings and 
are carved in the bricks of the Quad beneath our feet.
However, it is God Who orders our steps along this journey
We can be continually amazed at the path that He 
leads us down, the path where His purpose pre­
vails. We often hear Jeremiah 29:11 quoted in cha­
pels, Sunday services and daily devotions, and are 
reminded that the plans that God has for us will 
prosper us and provide us with a hope and a future!
As we have journeyed through the beginnings 
of this Centennial year, behind us lie IOO 
years of legacy, IOO years of Christian pur­
pose, IOO years of progress and, yet, before 
us lie IOO years of hope, IOO years of oppor­
tunity, and IOO years of blessing in the Lord.
and yet, there this...
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of Olivet, the last H o m e c o m in g  parade took
place, but it wasn’t the last parade by de­
sign. The following year, in 1983, floats 
were made as usual in preparation for the 
parade, but severe weather made it impos­
sible for the parade to go on. This happened 
for three consecutive years.
By the time a year came around with 
acceptable weather, Olivet was full of stu­
dents who had never participated in a 
Homecoming parade, and the interest and 
excitement for the parade had faded.
“I enjoyed the parades immensely,” 
said Wickersham, who added that he would 
like to see Olivet reestablish the tradition. 
He even suggested that it might be a good 
idea for the different dorms, clubs and 
classes to make sturdy, immobile floats, 
that could withstand weather, all around 
campus, and compete once again.
Some students would even like to par­
ticipate in the fun that the alumni remem­
ber so fondly.
“[The floats] sound like they would be 
a cool way for our classes to compete and, 
at the same time, get together and work as a 
team with our peers,” said junior Kady Or- 
ing. “It could be a good thing during this time 
of year — something to relieve the stress of 
the new semester.”
Senior Erin Hall also contemplated 
the possibility of having a parade.
“I loved the homecoming parade in 
high school,” she said. “I think it would be a 
lot of fun to have one at Olivet, [but] should 
we bring it back? I don’t know. ... Home­
coming is [still] an awful lot of fun without 
it, so I don’t know if it matters that much.”
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It is with great excitement and pleasure that the 2006—2007 
Aurora staff dedicates the Centennial Aurora to Dr. Jay Martinson. 
He was chosen for his ongoing dedication not only to his students, 
but to the entire Olivet Nazarene University campus as well.
“Dr. Jay,” as his students and friends call him, came to Olivet in 1993 as 
a professor of communication. Having completed a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
English at Olivet in 1986 and a master’s degree in communication at the Uni­
versity of Illinois, he also earned a Ph.D. in communication from Illinois dur­
ing his first year of teaching at Olivet, and became the chair of the department 
within that year. As chair of the Department of Communication, he has many 
responsibilities, including advising students, teaching courses and hiring new 
employees. In addition to these responsibilities, he is also the faculty sponsor 
for the Associated Student Council and serves on several other committees.
According to his wife, Jeanette, Dr. Jay is perfectly content with his job 
and loves teaching. Although some would contend that he would do well in the 
administrative arena, Jeanette said that he loves contact with his students and 
would miss the classroom too much to pursue that career path.
Jay Russell Martinson was born on February l, 1964, in Green Bay, Wis. He married Jeanette West- 
enberger, a 1987 Olivet graduate, in December 1986. They have four children: Rachel, an Olivet freshman, 
born in 1988; T.J., born in 1991; Lucy, born in 2003 and adopted from China in 2004; and Tad, born in 
2004.
Despite his busy work schedule and many duties at Olivet, “his No. 1 concern is always his family. 
He’s not caught up in all the prestige [of his position],” Jeanette said. When it comes to his wife and chil­
dren, Dr. Jay reflects the idea of Joshua 24:15: “Choose for yourselves this day whom you will serve ... but 
as for me and my household, we will serve the Lord.” His constant self-sacrificing attitude and love for God 
have made him a favorite of Olivet students and faculty.
“I have a lot of respect for him,” said senior Communication Studies student McCartha McKenzie. 
“He has a lot of integrity and he shows it in his family. He is a role model in and out of the classroom.”
1. The Martinson Family while on vacation in Myrtle 
Beach.
2. Tad sits atop Daddy’s shoulders.
3. Dr. Jay and Woody Webb dressed as characters from 
the movie Sister Act for the opening banquet at the 2001 
Nazarene Student Leadership Conference.
4. Dr. Jay and daughter Lucy enjoy splashing around to­
gether during family vacation in Myrtle Beach.
s
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1. John Bowling, Jill (Cheeseman) Bowling, 1969-70 As­
sociated Student Council President Mike Neely, and then- 
College President Harold W. Reed. This photo appeared in 
the 1970 Aurora.
At the time of this photo, Dr. and Mrs. Bowling were not yet 
dating, and Dr. Bowling did not know he would ever become 
the University president. The two of them were randomly 
selected to be in this photograph together with Dr. Reed. And 
y e t...
2. University President Dr. John C. Bowling.
3. Dr. Bowling at a stop during his climb to the summit of 
Mt. Kilamanjaro, Africa’s highest point, in January 2006.
4. Dr. Bowling paused by his tent at a camp on Mt. Kilaman­
jaro during his climb.
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1. Chris Nevius, Josh Magnin and Chris Shallenberger take a 
break from moving into the dorms.
2. Resident assistant Rachel Bernhardt impresses her residents 
with her fashion sense.
3. Senior class vice president Dana Scheller helps move fresh­
men into the dorms.
4. Seeten and Jeeten Singha get settled in Nesbitt.
5. Brad Smith helps his brother move dressers into his room 
in Hills Hall.
6. Trisha Kruszynski, Whitney Lyons, Kristi Ball and Gretchen 
Stout can still smile after a hectic day.
Everyone has a story, a reason for being, transcending even to the steps of Olivet Naza­
rene University. Each student that walks the grounds is a living testimony of God’s interact­
ing presence, even if that presence is not directly recognized. Coupled with a record number 
of incoming freshman students, this produces the thriving environment of colorful individu­
als that Olivet is today. Despite the dreary rain that encompassed the campus, Olivet’s 100th 
freshman class moved in with a beaming excitement about the coming school year and re­
turning students showed excitement as they were reunited with friends and roommates.
16 Move-In
1. Harrison Agan is exhausted before the school year even starts, after 
shopping for new school supplies.
2. Courtney Neil takes a moment to rest while moving into her room 
in Williams Hall.
3. The Short twins, John and Jared, rearrange the furniture in their 
new room in Chapman Hall.
4. Junior Social Committee representative Joyce Kang carries bags 
into the freshman dorms.
5. Moving in a freshman girl at Olivet in the 1980s was not much 
different from today, as this father shows in his carrying of multiple 
shoe boxes.
6. Chelsey Downs and her mother enjoy a coffee break while shield­
ing themselves from the horrendous rain.
7. Cheryl Degner and Bekah Smidt are happy to help the freshmen 
carry their heavy boxes.
8. MRL President Ian Cole displays the 2006 ASC move-in T-shirts 
in soaking-wet style.
9. Roommates Blake Reddick and Tyler Dossett pose with freshman 
RA Joel Heald.
Move-In 17

T h  e first week of school is always jam-packed with events for students to socialize with 
and get to know one another before schedules start to pile up with homework. One popular 
event is A  Night at Hidden Cove. Students can roller-skate, play video games, slide down a 
giant slide, and practice their swings at the batting cages and driving range. There are also 
several opportunities for the freshmen to start getting involved in Olivet life — including the 
annual freshman picnic in the Bowlings’ backyard.
1. This Olivet student is one of many who enjoyed roller-skating at Hidden Cove.
2. Brad Krohe watches as friends Chris Ross and Chris Sanders gel pumped up for classes by playing video games at Hidden Cove.
3. Kevin McClymonds reminds us all to “rock on” as he pulls ahead of friends on the always popular giant slide.
4. Corrie Wessman, Maggie Marlin and Jacki Warren show their excitement for the first week of sehool while hanging out at Hidden Cove.
5. Richard Slerk, Trenton Gunter, Daniel Stiff, Matt Bowman and Neal Peterson enjoy one of their first nights back with friends.
First Week 19
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A t  Olivet, each year marks the start of 
something old and something new: the 
introduction of new blood with age-old 
traditions. One way that the two come 
together at the beginning of each year is 
through the many events that make up Ol­
lies Follies.
This year’s events included the tradition­
al crazy games, athletic competitions, and 
the skit and talent competition, as well as 
the football game, spirit contest and picnic 
lunch in the Warming House. The crazy 
games included five events: speed eating; 
the dizzy water game; musical hula hoops; 
the inner-tube game; and a classic favorite, 
the fish and egg game.
The week’s events featured fierce compe­
tition between the classes, with the seniors 
coming out victorious, 
k  —  -
k
1. Tim Hall, Ryan Person and Justin Beuthin, dressed as the Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles, share some male-bonding time before the start of 
the talent competition.
2. The drumline marches its way to another stellar performance during 
Tiger football halftime.
3. Briana Kassebaum gets pumped up with senior pride during the
) picnic.4. Joey Sippel and Shelly Alexander help themselves to a Sodexho buf­
fet at the Warming House picnic.
15. Seniors Jen Rhoads, Meredith Tibbe and Sarah Gress show their class 
spirit with balloon hats and beads.
16. The Tiger football team rushes confidently onto the field for its open­
ing game.
- .   _________________________________________________________________________________________
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1. Krissy Wininger looks for an op­
ponent as she holds on tightly to her 
fish and to carrier Josh Magnin.
2. Travis Jackson watches his senior 
classmates triumph in the athletics 
competition.
3. Freshmen stand idly by, not quite 
knowing what to expect of the fish 
and egg game.
4. Peter Bowman takes the oppor­
tunity to show off his dodgeball fi­
nesse.
r
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5. A pile of guys fight for points dur­
ing the inner-tube game.
6. Figure l.a. “How to Stop a Fris- 
bee.” Joel Carl and Andrew Rice 
compete in Ultimate Frisbee.
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7. Heidi Gross, Sam Graham, Ni­
cole Chapman and Kelcey Snyder 
get together to eat a delicious theme 
dinner.
8. The sophomores show off their 
talent as Teenage Dancing Ninja 
Turtles.
9. Juniors enjoy a wonderful feast 
provided by Sodexho.
10. Freshmen gather for their skit 
performance.
11. Sun-soaked senior girls enjoy 
time together during their final Ol- 
lies Follies at the theme dinner.
12. The senior ladies dust off the 
pressure and dance their way to an 
Ollies Follies victory.
Ollies Follies 23
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T h is  year’s Broadway Revue certainly offered 
an array of talents and styles, as well as a wide 
range of age groups. Broadway Revue takes a large 
amount of work in a short amount of time.
In the spring semester, Green Room votes for 
the director, and behind-the-scenes work begins 
immediately. The first order of business: picking 
the songs. Once the songs are picked, the team of 
directors makes sure there is instrumental music 
for each song, changes the lyrics as needed and 
submits the songs for final approval.
After the songs are picked, it is time to raid the 
prop room for costumes, sets and other various 
materials.
“I spent half my summer sewing pantaloons for 
‘Creation of Man,”’ said director Cirena Sifferd, 
laughing. -
After a summer full of hard work, school begins 
with only two weeks until rehearsals start and
Revue
and casts are assigned. After two weeks of re­
hearsal, Broadway Revue opens for the week­
end of spectacle.
“Cirena and the heads of her technical crev\ 
were so well-prepared for this production 
that even with only two weeks to rehearse 
the show still came together smoothly and ef­
ficiently,” said Hahnah Jackson, Green Roon 
president. “Costumes had already been made 
songs choreographed and set designs drawn 
all that remained was casting. Between the 
cast and the crew, we put together a grea* 
show, part of the wonder being the incred­
ibly low-stress atmosphere which the direc­
tors maintained.”
24 Broadway Revue
1. Alisa Christensen, Kate Myatt, Steve Cargile and Lauren Kehl strike an ending pose during their rendition of “Razzle Dazzle” from the 
musical Chicago.
2. Amber Edwards and Chelsea McKay portrayed conjoined twins for the song “Who Will Love Me As I Am?” from Sideshow.
3. Megan Reed sings “Skid Row” from the musical Little Shop of Horrors.
4. The entire cast of Broadway Revue comes together for the closing song, “Somebody to Love” from We Will Rock You.
5. Cast members perform as orphans for the song “Hard-Knock Life” from the musical Annie.
6. Sam Griggs and Lindsey Mullins perform “Sixteen Going on Seventeen” from The Sound of Music.
7. Tabitha Vegh, Keri Shay and Andrea Board perform “Skid Row” from Little Shop of Horrors.
8. Caleb Floyd performs “There’s No Business Like Show Business.”
9. Rachel Buller and Luke Frame perform “Dancing Through Life” from Wicked.
10. Jerrod Covert and Michael Mclntire are animated during their appearances in the “Creation of Man” from The Scarlet Pimpernel.
“Green Room ’s mission is 
to bring more theatrical 
opportunities to the stu­
dents o f Olivet. Broadway 
Revue gives everyone a 
chance to experience the 
universal pow er o f  
theatre
Hahnah Jackson 
Green Room President
Broadway Revue 25
il<ach year, as students 
move in to their dorm rooms 
and apartments, there are 
not only tests, papers and 
projects awaiting them, but 
also many crazy times with­
in the walls of those very 
rooms. From movie nights, 
video games and outrageous 
costumes to late-night piz­
zas, floor parties and open- 
dorm mayhem, there are 
always hundreds of memo­
ries and friends to be made 
throughout the year.
26 Dorm Life
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^  1. Seniors Alisa Christensen and 
Emily Benson enjoy some dessert 
together at a building party in UP 
300.
2. Freshmen Amy Loeffler, 
Elizabeth Berhhardt, Katie Rojek 
and Bethany Christiansen stack 
themselves totem-pole style.
3. Kristin Murray and Amanda 
Siems show off their winter gear 
as they peek around the comer 
of their doorway during a typical 
crazy night in Williams Hall.
4. Alesha McCall gives Sarah 
Clark a piggyback ride during a 
fun-filled night of open apartments.
5. A freshman pileup (Back Row: 
Brad Johnston, Joanna Perry, 
Rebecca Gant, Charlie Leimann, 
Sarah Santos. Middle Row: Ryan 
Herr, Daniel Walker, Tyler Halter- 
man. Front Row: Ran Herr and 
Frank Modica) takes advantage of 
the weekly open-house hours and 
practices for those tight squeezes 
into the Burke elevator.
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6. University Place 300 RA Ashli 
Hanna takes time out of her sched­
ule for an opportunity to play on one 
of the first semester’s many rainy 
days with residents Caitlin Simms, 
Sarah Hoskins, Alisa Christensen 
and Rachel Helmker.
7. Second-year Chapman Hall RA 
Kenn Knisley spends some qual­
ity time with three of his first-floor 
residents, Joel Miller, Brett Stewart 
and Dan Page.
8. Freshmen Shelly Smoot, Alisha 
Freeman, Anna Thompson, Tiffany 
Atkinson, Bella Kaburu, Katie Ab­
bott, Dolphy Biswas, Stephanie 
Scannapieco, Nikita Ringo, Muhle 
Mamba and Deanna Hatchett enjoy 
their time together on the second 
floor of Williams Hall.
9. Leah Johnson, Leak Kraklow 
and Stephanie Bertolozzi get close 
during some time together on their 
floor in Williams Hall.
A
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1. Freshmen Corey Buttry, Linley 
Evans, Brittany Petree, Brenna Lotz, 
visitor Linley Evans and Angela 
Reedy enjoy a beautiful fall day at 
the Kankakee River.
2. Sophomores Audra Bell and Tif­
fany Vegh congratulate roommate 
Brittany Frost after her performance 
in the Kanakee Valley Theatre’s per­
formance of Beauty and the Beast.
3. Jonah Vaughn, Chet Kepler, Justin 
Armstead, Caleb Erway, Brett Stew­
art and Kacey Carr form a pyramid 
during a weekend at Millennium Park 
in Chicago.
4. Rachel Straub and Jennifer Hum­
mel brave the icy rink.
W eekends
28 Weekends
M o s t  Olivet students have expe­
rienced the grueling agenda of class­
es and extracurricular activities that 
consume our four years here. How­
ever, some students have found that 
the weekend is the perfect opportu­
nity to relax. Whether hanging out at 
Kankakee River State Park or taking 
the train to Chicago, Olivet students 
have discovered several great ways to 
have fun amidst their busy schedules.
29 Weekends
6. Lindsey Bailey and Alex McGrath relax in the sun at the 
Kankakee River State Park.
7. Matt Bowman, Sarah Mullin and Amy Quinlan take a photo 
of themselves in the giant reflective bean in Millenium Park in 
Chicago.
8. Caitlin McNeil, Molly McNeil and Amanda Daughtry have 
fun during a weekend in the city.
30 Candy and Costume Party
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-tLvery year at the end of October, Social 
Committee sponsors the affair of the season. 
Students from all classes use their creativity to 
design costumes that will impress their friends 
and win them prizes. For the past several years, 
the Candy and Costume Party has taken place 
at Hidden Cove, which hosts several differ­
ent activities for the students. Pumpkin-carv­
ing contests and hayrides have always been 
a big hit, but the most anticipated event will
Valways be the competition for best costume.
1. The Best Group Award went to “The Original 1960s Bat­
man” group: Brittany Harris (KAPOW), Corey Buttry (Jok­
er), Josh Woods (Riddler), John Keating (Batman),
Anglea Reedy (BAM), Brittany Petree (Robin), Amanda 
Siems (Penguin) and Brenna Lotz (Catwoman).
2. Kristen Muller and Tim Armstrong get creative as a music 
smurf and Spiderman.
3. Rachel Buller, Rachel Martinson, and Sarah Mullin take 
a break from having fun for a picture as a Fanta girl and two 
80s jazz girls.
4. Ben White constructed his own costume to create the “full 
armor of God.”
5. Stacey Hoekstra, Jaclyn Bollinger and Rachel Straub 
strike a pose as an ice queen, Christine from Phantom of the 
Opera and a glittery Cleopatra.
candy a n d = =   ^costume party
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6. Care Bear Stare! Heather Ludwig, Marsee Vinson, Crystal Rose, Mollie Tippitt, 
Rachael Hernandez, and Stephanie Rogers show off their homemade costumes.
7. Crystal Pribyl and Lincoln Butler took a glimpse into the future for their cos­
tumes, showing up as an elderly man and woman.
8. Dan Stombaugh and Amber Maddack battle it out dressed as Fred and Wilma 
Flintstone, happy to be using pedals rather than their feet to power the game.
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homecoming
1. Austin Kizzee, No. 81, hustles to recover a St. 
Ambrose fumble during Saturday’s game.
2. The ONU women’s baskeball team huddles 
around head coach Doug Porter for a timeout during 
its Homecoming game against Point Loma.
3. The drum line rouses the Homecoming crowd 
during the break between the men’s and women’s 
basketball games.
4. Senior Lauren Jackson escapes a freshman 
defender to gain yards for her team during Friday’s 
Powderpuff game.
5. A balloon release following the Homecoming 
chapel service signified the beginning of Olivet’s 
Centennial celebration.
6. Micah Lavender launches a jump shot over a 
defending Point Loma player.
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H om ecom ing 2006 officially began the Olivet 
Nazarene University Centennial celebration. Hun­
dreds of alumni returned to their alma mater to join 
in the festivities.
After the crowning of the 2006 Homecoming 
queen on Thursday night, a weekend packed to the 
brim with activities was to follow. Friday morning’s 
annual Homecoming chapel was followed by a spe­
cial Centennial flair. All who had attended chapel 
gathered in Red Square for a balloon launch to mark 
the start of the Centennial celebration. Friday after­
noon was filled with fierce competition, as the ladies 
of each class competed for the title of 2006 Powder- 
puff champion. The Class of 2007 finished the tour­
nament victorious for the second year in a row.
Both the men’s and women’s basketball teams 
put up hard fights as they each competed against 
Point Loma on Friday night in front of soldout 
crowds. A  packed house appeared again on Saturday 
for the football team’s game against St. Ambrose.
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7. A spirited group of students gathered for Friday night’s bas­
ketball games against Point Loma clad in face paint, wigs and 
outlandish clothes to show their support.
8. Offensive lineman Josh Lindstrom congratulates defensive 
back Chris Bjorkland after a play during Saturday’s game 
against St. Ambrose.
9. The senior Powderpuff team lifts teammate Debbie Zwirkos 
ki in the air after her championship-game-winning touchdown, 
the only touchdown of the game.
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1. Outgoing queen Molly Taylor embraces Erin Hall, crowned 
2006 Homecoming queen.
2. Court member Lindsey Bailey cheeses for the camera with 
her roses after the ceremony.
3. Sarah McDevitt and escort Chris Sanders pause during the 
ceremony while McDevitt is introduced to the crowd.
4. Court member Katie Zurcher walks the stage during the 
coronation ceremony as a recorded message from her parents 
is played
5. Escort Gary Bishir, known to many of his fellow class­
mates as the “Mantenb Mangier,” revealed after the ceremony 
to anyone watching that he had been donning his “Mangier” 
singlet the entire time.
6. Court member Dana Scheller and escort Jason Athialy 
share a laugh during Scheller’s parents’ personal message.
7. 2006 Queen Erin Hall smiled at her parents as she walked 
the stage after being crowned.
8. The 2006 Homecoming Court.
34 Coronation
C/halfant Hall was decorated with elegant 
t ghts and tapestries on Nov. 9 for Olivet’s 
Homecoming Coronation. Court members 
Lindsey Bailey, Erin Hall, Sarah McDevitt, 
Dana Scheller and Katie Zurcuer were each 
honored for their Christlike character, com­
passion and leadership. They were escortejd by 
Christiap Sanchez, Gary Bishir, Chris Sanders, 
Jason Athialy and McCartha McKenzie, re­
spectively.
There were few dry eyes in the roo'i^rwhen 
recorded messages filled with encouraging 
and proud words from the families of the court 
members were played as each was presented 
to the crowd. %
Following the presentation of each of the 
girls, musical performances by fellow students 
and the endearing messages of their parents, 
weeks of voting and anticipation came to an 
end as 2005 queen and current resident di­
rector of Williams Hall Molly Taylor crowned 
• Women’s Residential Life President Erin Hall 
; as the 2006 Homecoming Queen.
coronation
A rth u r Miller’s “The Crucible” — a render­
ing of one of America’s most tragic moments 
— came to life on Olivet’s stage Nov. 16-18 un­
der the direction of professor Jerry Cohagan.
Drawing on the generalized life and hap­
penings of the late 17th century, the author 
captured this period of witchhunts in America 
within a short, four-act play. It opens in the 
home of Reverend Samuel Parris (played by 
Kennety Delaney), who is wracked with grief
over his daughter and her coma-like illness. Ii 
ends with this same man, accompanied by Rev­
erend John Hale, Elizabeth Proctor and Johi 
Proctor (played by Matthew McMahan, Jessie* 
Hulsey and Michael Mclntire, respectively) -  
all brought to their knees by the representative 
blindness of the Church in society to the trutl 
One audience member commented that she at 
tended two nights straight, and the drama of thi 
play brought tears to her eyes.
36 Fall Play
1. Jessica Hulsey, Loren Hoekstra, Laura DeMerrill and Sarah Henning relax 
against the lockers during a break.
2. Corrine Norem, Laura DeMerrill, Zachary Hendershott, Matt McMahan 
and Brenna Lotz portray characters during a court scene.
3. Tristan Riddell, Melanie Carroll and Kenneth Delaney present one of the 
play’s many courtroom scenes.
4. The entire cast of The Crucible. Back Row: professor Jerry Cohagan, 
Joshua Carman, Tristan Riddell, Amanda Gossage, Nathan Lacher, Matt Mc­
Mahan, Loren Hoekstra, Steve Cargile, Kenneth Delaney, Jon Mulick, Joshua 
Hoover, Harmony Lappin. Middle Row: Rachel Nichols, Melanie Carroll, 
Zachary Hendershott, Laura DeMerrill, Brenna Lotz, Corrine Norem. Front 
Row: Sarah Henning, Michael Mclntire, Mallory DeWees, Jessica Hulsey, 
Hahnah Jackson and Katie Leiman.
5. Michael Mclntire and Jessica Hulsey as John and Elizabeth Proctor lament 
the loss of their friends and the impending loss of their own lives.
6. Matt McMahan, Jon Mulick, Michael Mclntire and Tristin Riddell look on
1. The entire group of soloists, choirs and musicians perform during Handel’s 
Messiah.
2. A brass quintet sends a musical appetizer from the upper level of Larsen to 
the crowds in the lobby below.
3. Ashley Mclntire’s dulcet tones soar during her solo.
4. Jerrod Covert’s smooth tenor sweeps with the orchestra.
5. Rebecca Ibrahim and Dr. Jeff Bell greet each other at the start of the show.
6. Chelsea McKay exudes alto power as she joyously sings.
7. The combined choirs of Chrysalis, Orpheus and Testament, under the direc­
tion of Dr. Jeff Bell, raise their voices.
8. Greg Yates, worship leader at Kankakee First Church of the Nazarene, 
declares the glory of God during his solo.
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]Vlusic and tradition that reaches beyond 
Olivet’s conception: that is the magic of Han­
del’s Messiah. This year marked the 71st an­
nual presentation of the honored work at 
Olivet.
For many, the production is what brings 
home the message of the holiday season: the 
awesome retelling of Christ’s birth, death and 
healing resurrection. And yet, it is so much 
more: to those who attend, it is the message 
of joy and hope — the very essence of human­
ity. For this single concert of the year, all ar­
eas of the Department of Music join for two 
nights to sing about Christ.
Messiah 39
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A night of sophistication and warmth 
amid the cold and hurriedness of the winter 
season is what awaited those who attended 
the annual Christmas Banquet in December.
On Dec. 16, students across campus 
suited up in their finest to celebrate the end 
of the semester and to join in the festive 
Christmas spirit. Some gathered an hour 
before dinner in Birchard Gymnasium to get 
snapshots of memories in a winter wonder­
land specially decorated for the event. Those 
finished with photos mingled and chatted 
with other students — perhaps sampling the 
hors d’oeuvres along the way — before being 
ushered to their seats by Social Committee
banquet
members in charge of the evening’s events.
As students made their way into Chalfant Hall, 
the scene was cozy: lights dimmed low as the Don 
Reddick Jazz Trio issued forth smooth, but jazzed- 
up, Christmas tunes. While the trio played, stu­
dents enjoyed a catered dinner, followed by en­
tertainment from comedian Taylor Mason and his 
lively puppets. The evening ended with the honor­
ing of Dr. Larry Ferren, who has “made a signifi­
cant difference on this campus,” said Barb Hart, 
vice president of social affairs. It was a night full of 
memories and warmth in commemoration of the 
coming holiday season and another year gone by.
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1. Megan Petty and Amber Edwards made use of the photo opportunities 
at this year’s banquet.
2. Stacey Sharpe, Kellie Sears and Dana Baumgarten look beautiful next 
to the poinsettias decorating the banquet’s reception area.
3. Trevor and Jenny Young take a moment for a photo while enjoying 
their delicious meal.
4. Megan Mosher, Stefphan Gambill and Robin Pugh step away from 
their dates for a photo together.
5. Leslie Jones, Alesha Wheeler, Cassidy Booher, Rebekah Gibson and 
Rachel Major showed some love during the reception time before the 
banquet began.
6. Phil Colling and Andrew Ollis show the camera who’s boss.
7. Roommates Alyssa Lytle and Courtney Wallin master the art of the 
self-portrait.
8. Siblings Megan and Brock Taylor get a shot for the family scrapbook.
9. Comedian Taylor Mason provided post-meal entertainment that had 
the entire crowd laughing continously.
10. Roommates Brittney Brown and Chelsea McKay share an excited 
moment.
11 . Roommates Rachel Helmker and Emily Waltrip capture a memory of 
their last Christmas Banquet.
12. Fellow Parrott Hall RAs Katie Brashaw and Amanda Shelley em­
brace during the pre-banquet reception.
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E v e ry  Wednesday night of the 2006­
2007 school year, something new could be 
heard coming from Ludwig Center. A  new 
popular event was taking place on Olivet cam­
pus: the Common Grounds student concert 
series.
“The concert series started out of a de­
sire ... to have a spot for students to share 
their musical and artistic talents,” said junior 
Joe Mullikin, organizer of the weekly series.
The concert series was initiated a year 
ago by Kris Nokes, a 2006 graduate, and has 
continued to grow. Students have been pack­
ing the coffee shop ever since, with attendance 
averaging between 75-100 per show.
Many of the performers are excited to 
show off their musical gifts.
“My whole purpose in playing at Com­
mon Grounds was to have a good, relaxing 
night of music with some awesome friends,” 
said senior Jordan Bumgarner.
Senior Blake Gardner, part of the duo 
Pushmode, thrives on the live energy the cof­
fee shop shows bring.
“Performing live shows is my favorite 
thing to do, he said,” as long as I throw down 
in those shows and give it my full energy.”
Performers have many favorite mo­
ments.
“I was playing ‘The Luckiest’ by Ben 
Folds,” recalled senior Aaron Palmer, “and 
I accidentally glanced at Rory Fry, who was 
staring deep into my eyes, and I busted out 
laughing in the middle of the song.”
Bumgarner looks beyond his perfor­
mance.
“I guess, for me, the best part of it all 
was to see my friends and anyone else at the 
show to support me and enjoy the music,” he 
said. “I’ve been through this whole college 
thing, so I know how busy life can get around 
here, but to see faces that I have built great 
friendships with over the years take time out 
of their busy schedule to see a goofy kid play 
some chords on his guitar [means] the world 
to me. These shows were the best way for me 
to show my thankfulness — which is through 
music.”
Many are quick to give credit to Mul­
likin.
“Joe has a lot of patience and commit­
ment,” Sophomore Zachary Taylor said. “He 
definitely deserves a thumbs-up! ”
Concertgoers and performers hope 
that the student concert series will continue 
to prosper for years to come.
“The concert series offers a great op­
portunity for students to share their gifts 
in a relaxed environment with their peers,” 
Bumgarner said. “It gives busy musicians a 
change of pace by offering a more laid-back 
experience, and it also gives underdogs a 
great opportunity to spread their wings if 
they have never performed before.”
1. Joe Mullikin, the concert series organizer, performs during one of 
the Wednesday night shows.
2. Jordan Bumgarner delights the crowd with his musical stylings.
3. Brothers Ian and Patrick Cole showed some brotherly love by per­
forming their shows together.
4. Kara and Jonathan Burkey perform for a wall-to-wall crowd.
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L o r d  ... give me a passion ... give me 
Your heart.” Spiritual Life. A prayer and two 
simple words that have challenged and changed 
Olivet from the inside out. Spiritual Life began 
in the early 1970s in response to students who 
felt the heartbeat of God: they had a passion to 
reach both those in the inner campus and those 
outside of it.
As long as Olivet has existed, there have 
always been passion-filled people who felt the 
call to minister — students who were concerned 
with the spiritual well-being of themselves, 
their fellow students and their surrounding 
neighbors. Many alumni recall the years when 
Prayer Band would lift praises to the Lord ev­
ery Monday, Tuesday and Thursday on the sec­
ond floor of Burke Administration Building. 
And yet, the foundational years found Olivet’s 
ministries with no unifying body; each ministry 
team was on its own, often straining to meet fi­
nancial and other burdens. Thus, the organiza­
tion known today as Spiritual Life was born.
Spiritual Life first appeared in 1967. It 
was built by the students and for the students. 
Originally established as a four-phase program 
(encompassing four ministry areas), the orga­
nization was under the jurisdiction of the Stu­
dent Council and referred to as the “Spiritual 
Outreach Program.” The fervor of the students 
to serve within the program grew so much in 
that first year that more than one-third of the 
student body was reported as being actively
involved in serving and ministry. The formation 
of this group took raw energy, and it resultec 
in not only the spreading of God’s Word into 
the community, but also the necessary spiritua 
growth of the student body.
Within a short time, what began as an 
outreach program within the control of the Stu 
dent Council became a full-fledged organizatior 
of its own, expanding into 20 different ministr) 
groups. Olivet is not merely a place where men 
and women receive education and plan their 
future career prospects; rather, Olivet is a place 
for students to grow and spread their wings.
Former associate chaplain and alum­
nus Bill Bahr stated that Spiritual Life has hat 
“leaps forward and steps backward,” but that i 
was always about the “call to save the lost.” The 
campus’ first chaplain, Dr. Bill Bray, helpec 
guide the fervor of this ministry, initiating stu­
dent-led worship in chapel and allowing the 
overall growth and activity of Spiritual Life 
ranging from small- group ministries to city- 
wide outreaches.
The Spiritual Life organization, then 
stands as a challenge to students to do some 
thing, to find out what they truly believe, anc 
to step out in faith in God. As the motto goes 
“in-reach, outreach, and up-reach.” When we 
give ourselves over to God in faith — a call tha 
we must answer as the body of Christ — Bahi 
asserts that we “can either do a tremendou: 
amount of help, or do nothing.”
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1. The 2006-07 Spiritual Life Council.
2. Spiritual Life Vice President McCartha McKenzie speaks to his 
council during a Friday morning meeting.
3. Spiritual Life Vice President McCartha McKenzie, Secretary Keith 
Davenport,and Treasurer Dana Baumgarten prepare to get down to 
business during Spiritual Life retreat.
48 Spiritual Life Council
^Faculty Sponsor: Bill Bahr 
Student Leader: McCartha McKenzie 
Number of Students: 25 
Year Group Started: 1974 
Fun Fact: Every year, Spiritual Life 
creates an illustration of the yearlong 
ytheme.
4. Freshman class chaplain Kent Davenport enjoys his time at Spiri­
tual Life retreat while participating in one of the activities.
5. Spiritual Life Vice President McCartha McKenzie brings laughter 
to council members Joel Heald and Rachel Smith.
6. Prayer Warriors leader Emily Minnis enjoys many Spiritual Life 
retreat activities.
7. Amanda Lee looks puzzled during a retreat activity.
50 Fall Revival
“L o rd , if You can use anything, 
You can use me. ... Take my hands ... my 
feet; touch my heart.... If You can use any­
thing, tod ay... You can use me. Amen.”
Which road do you choose when you 
come to a crossroad? Pastor Bud Reedy of 
Stillmeadow Church of the Nazarene in 
York, Pa., posed this very question — in a 
more direct manner — during Fall Revival 
2006. For three days, Sept. 18-20, Reedy 
took the campus to the cross; he taught 
the Olivet community about lifting up the 
cross in the midst of life. He challenged 
everyone to embrace the cross, and on the 
final day, he encouraged everyone to take 
up and carry the cross.
The “Crosswalk” was what Reedy 
called it. There are two movements with­
in Christianity — two roads — to choose 
from: cast away the cross as a “symbol 
of oppression” or embrace it in the very 
midst of life.
“God is taking the cross,” Reedy 
said, “ ... and He’s jamming it right into 
the middle of the Church. And [He’s] ask­
ing ... ‘What are you going to do with the 
cross upon which My Son, Jesus, died?”’
The cross, he said, goes against ev­
erything that the world says is right and 
proportionate. It is an “obstruction” that 
we can never ignore or forget, he said. It 
was not meant to be “comfortable.” In 
fact, “comfortable Christianity” is what he 
deemed the greatest enemy of the Church: 
Reedy stressed that we cannot be mere 
followers after all that Christ has done. 
We must be willing to enter into God’s re­
demption plan for humanity.
Pastor Reedy’s revival message 
struck “like a stake in the center of our 
hearts,” Ashley DeArmond said. His was 
the call of the cross: commitment and 
sacrifice.
1. The choir and band lead worship during an evening revival service.
2. Reverend Bud Reedy holds up the cross in his passionate revival mes­
sage about following Jesus in all aspects of life.
3. Students wrote down their burdens on cards picturing the cross and 
left them at the altar.
4. Friends pray at the altar.
5. The altar provides a place for students to bring their concerns to 
God.
6. Knees to the altar, people pray with each other and silently.
7. Reverend Bud Reedy leaves the platform to help others in prayer at 
the altar.
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T h is  is what Party With Jesus is all about 
and all it takes for the Holy Spirit to be present 
among the student body. A  time of worship since 
2000, the ministry has a vision to “[meet] togeth­
er to celebrate what Christ has done and is doing 
on our campus and in our lives, through worship 
and testimony,” said this year’s leader, Scott Mc­
Connell.
A  typical night opens with a student-led time 
of adoration and music, followed by open testimo­
nies, all from the heart. There is no time pressure. 
There is no obligation to be there, or anywhere 
else.
“What was so impacting for me w a s... seeing 
our classmates testify how the Lord is testing and 
changing them ... the atmosphere of students lead­
ing students,” sophomore Lauren Green said.
Party With Jesus is a moment separate from 
chapel and other Christian conventions when stu­
dents can simply be and worship, apart from the 
hassles that life often affords.
1. Jon Nance, Matt Pollock and Levi Holland lead their fellow students in 
worship.
2. Tim Eddy plays bass for the Monday night student-led worship of Party 
With Jesus.
3. Students enjoy worshipping together in the Warming House.
4. Matt White helps out on sound and PowerPoint to keep the time of wor­
ship running smoothly.
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Everyone, at one point or another, experiences the desert. Moments that leave one fee 
ing empty and dry are inevitable. The Spirit-filled life is no different. The exception for the Christ-fo 
lower, however, is the presence of hope, even in the desert. Moments of such hope and honest yearn 
ing allow the Christian to transcend the desert places — life’s low points — to a place of mountainou 
strength and renewal. When the heart cries out, it is met in a place of makom — “the place where God is.
Now in its fifth year, the annual Makom festival brought together hundreds of anticipating Olivt 
tians under one roof (Chalfant Hall) on the evenings of Jan. 12 and 13. Organized by the Spiritual Li1 
Council and entirely student-led, Makom festival invited worship band XTREMITY to help lead in tb 
service’s opening and closing praise and worship, with Olivet alumnus Erik Willits delivering the messag*
54 Makon Festival
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On the first night, Willits led those who attended to consider the concept of identity. He encouraged 
ich student to seek an identity as “one who is wrapped up in the love of God,” reminding everyone that 
Jod’s heartbeat is to be close to His people.” Willits closed the Friday night service with these encourag- 
tg words: “When one’s identity is rooted in Christ, everything will follow from that place.”
On Saturday night, Willits returned to speak on applying a Christ-centered identity to daily living, 
ather than live confined to endless to-do lists, he said, a follower of Christ should embrace the beauty of 
fe He has given His children. Using the metaphors of music, poetry and art, Willits challenged listeners 
) become activists and “poets of the Word.” Addressing the audience, he said, “Best art happens because 
(’s on your heart. In everything that you do, do it because you are filled with the attitude of Christ. Make 
a work of art!”
1. Julia Bridges and Robbie Bender sing passionately during Makom worship.
2. David Caudle and Adam Ollervidez show their excitement for Makom before the night 
got started.
3. Spiritual Life Vice President McCartha McKenzie and Secretary Keith Davenport talk 
during some down time during Makom.
4. XTREMITY leads a powerful worship service and concert after Makom.
5. Zeke Locke and a guitar player for XTREMITY aid in leading worship.
6. Students enjoy a time of worship.
7. Students line the altar in response to the movement of God following the speaking of 
Erik Willits.
8. Erik Willits, speaker at Makom this year, impacted many lives with his sermons about 
renaming yourself and seeking God in a passionate way.
9. Spiritual Life secretary Keith Davenport gets the night started.
10. Zeke Locke plays a graceful melody along with the band XTREMITY.
11. Spiritual Life Vice President McCartha McKenzie worships energetically.
1. Katie Novak, after giving her powerful testimony, sang “Jesus 
Loves Me.”
2. Julia Bridges gives her testimony to an eagerly listening crowd.
3. Emily Minnis begins Makom by reading Scripture and praying.
4. Pete Lustig shares his story of how God has been intervening in his 
life..
5. Students enjoy worship led by XTREMITY.
6. XTREMITY leads a powerful worship service.
7. Students quiet themselves at the altar.
<^ ®makom
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I1. Teens and volunteering students get settled in for a night 
of youth group at Kankakee First Church with youth pastor 
Steve Spangenberg.
2. Little Kenna Selk will melt your heart and keep you on 
your toes at College Church of the Nazarene.
3. Jon Nance leads worship for teens at Kankakee First Church 
on a Wednesday night.
4. Taylor Lanie plays with a little boy in the Sunday school 
room.
5. Jeff Emmons enjoys a moment of down time during a night 
of volunteering at Kankakee First.
“I love the church and the youth group. 
I was scared at first, but after I joined, 
I had an amazing summer and feel like 
this is where God wants me.”
—Jeff Emmons, who volunteers at 
Kankakee First Church o f the Nazarene
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Student Leader: Emily Minnis 
Number of Students: 5 
Year Group Started: 1996 
Fun Fact: The group gets together 
every Tuesday night at 9:30 and 
prays for the campus, one another, 
friends and the world.
1. Leader Emily Minnis, Becky Bennett and Julia Bridges 
have a discussion during a Prayer Warriors meeting in Kelley 
Prayer Chapel.
2. Prayer Warriors Sarah Gress, Emily Minnis, Becky Bennett 
and Julia Bridges stop for a picture before beginning prayer.
60 Prayer Warriors
mission
Student Leaders: Michal Trausch, 
Amanda Lee and Rachel Smith
Number of Students: 150
Year Group Started: 1999
Fun Fact: 15 members graduated 
from the International Relief Team 
(IRT) disaster-relief training.
1. Misson Support (from left to right), back row: Elizabeth 
Marriett, Michal Trausch, Amanda Lee, Rebecca Van Dyke 
and Marygrace Russo, and front row: Crystal Pribyl, Angie 
Morgan, Rachel Smith, Brooklyn Taylor and Jyssica Schutz.
2. Benji Francis and Amanda Lee duke it out in an exciting 
game of rock, paper, scissors.
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Student Leader: Beth Barnes
Number of Students: 12
Year Group Started: 1996
Fun Fact: Members of Best Buddies 
visit Sharpio, a state hospital in Kanka­
kee, and become friends with adults who 
are intellectually disabled. The group 
holds monthly parties, including bowl­
ing, basketball and other games.
1. There is nothing better than shooting some hoops with friends.
2. Beth Barnes enjoys time with her best buddy at a club event.
3. Jenni Ballard and Michelle Sims bring a smile to the face of their 
buddy.
62 Best Buddies
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Student Leader: Katie Novak
Number of Students: 140
Year Group Started: 1973
Fun Fact: Compassionate Ministries is a 
student ministry organized under Olivet’s 
Spiritual Life and is concerned with reaching 
out and ministering to the physical needs of 
people through such outreach efforts as in­
ner-city and environment projects and hun­
ger relief programs.
1. Michael and Matt McDaniel help move a refrigerator upstairs for 
the Kankakee County Center Against Sexual Assault (KC-CASA).
2. Shannon Craddock, Karen Gorski and Elizabeth Crabill minister 
through painting a home.
3. Sara Stahl, Rachel Olson and Kady Oring disinfect new toys for 
KC-CASA.
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Student Leaders: Elizabeth O’Neal,
Lindsey Bright
Number of Students: 12
Year Group Started: 1955
Fun Fact: Disciplers visit Hopkins 
Park, 111., which is 20 miles from cam­
pus and considered one of the nation’s 
poorest cities. Group members help 
weekly at Bible Witness Camp, part of 
an Awana club.
1. Homework help is often a part of the ministry of disciplers.
2. Megan Mosher has tons of fun with the kids in the nursery.
3. Mary grace Russo shares a precious moment with one of the 
children.
64 Disciplers
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Student Leader: Stephanie Menold
Number of Students: 8
Year Group Started: 2002
Fun Fact: Over the years, the group has 
reached almost half the residents at the 
^ nursing home.
1. Elizabeth Watson takes time out of 
her busy day to visit Frieda at the nurs­
ing home.
2. Student leader Stephanie Menold 
spends time with Edie during her time 
minstering through Evangels.
3. Members of Evangels spent time car­
oling to those in the nursing home during 
the Christmas season.
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66 LifeSong
1. Sarah Hamminga, Danille Nu- 
ellen, Anna Smit, Kate Myatt and 
Sarah Horvath make up the group 
Irresistible Grace.
2. Jim Frausto, Laura Wheat, Ryan 
Peabody, Charlie Hollandbeck, 
John Vroman, Ben Voss and Mar­
tha Roach travel together.
3. The members of Lost Cause
— Jenna Dickey, Jake Smith, Amy 
Loeffler, Peter Boyer, Kaitlin Bark­
er, Greg Lengel and Trevin Frame
— stop on the street to pose for a 
“Joe Cool” shot.
4. Jarryd Frakes, Beth Hiatt, Mor­
gan Lawson, Yvonne Vasquez, Matt 
Daughtery, Priscilla Ramos, Sarah 
Brubaker and Nicole Johnson make 
up the group Scelto.
5. Lauren Buys, Andi Hayes, Ali­
sa Christensen, Corey Buttry and 
Chelsea Winn of the group Rapha- 
song take time out of their busy day 
to play in the leaves (not pictured: 
Ben Burch).
6. After practice, Brett Decker, Da­
vid Hamilton, Andrea Enke, Britta­
ny Fry, Brittany Jacobs and Kristen 
Moller smile for the camera — mi­
nus the smiles.
*
Student Leader: Aaron Grise
Number of Students: 48
Year group began: Unknown
Fun Fact: During second semes­
ter, the groups travel within the 
Olivet region to perform concerts.v:

r
Student Leaders: Andy 
Brodock, Deena Drake and Cirena 
Sifferd
Number of Students: 45
Year Group Started: 1976
Fun Fact: Omega holds an annu­
al initiation week which consists 
of a series of silly things the new 
members are required to do.
1. Courtney Lindsey and Bethany Christiansen show how much fun they are having at the 
Omega retreat.
2. Members of Omega huddle together during their retreat.
• 3. Stephen Hamilton shares his teddy bear with Dustin Vanderhoof so he doesn’t get lonely
on the retreat.
4. Omega leaders Cirena Sifferd and Nathan Lacher show off just how much they can lift.
5. Omega members put their heads together to make the annual Christmas Party a blast.
6. The Omega leaders deomonstrate their mad pyramid-building skills.
save our
1. Members of Save Our Streets volunteer their 
time to pass out items to people in need.
3. Samantha Tello and Jessica Kroymann get 
things together for the people about to arrive for 
food.
4. Elizabeth Bernhardt, Emilee Foxworthy and 
Trenton Ivey show their excitment for this trip 
while on the train to Chicago.
2. Jessica Kroymann and Samantha Tello enjoy 
their time serving the homeless.
Student Leader: Trenton Ivey
Number of Students: 190
Year Group Started: 1996
Fun Fact: The average homeless 
person is a great conversational- 
V ist.
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^Student Leader: Deanya Dawson
Number of Students: 6
Fun Fact: Urban Children’s Ministries partners 
Olivet students with children from the Illinois De­
partment of Children and Family Services to form
V a mentor ship.
Members of Urban Children’s Ministries: .
Felicia Wimberly, Jolie Sanchez, Deanya Dawson 
and McCartha McKenzie (not pictured: Melanie 
Carroll and Nandi Munson).
urban children’s 
ministries
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engineering 
in missions
VV hile most Olivetians traveled to 
their homes or to warmer climates for spring 
break, a small team from Olivet’s Department 
of Engineering made its annual mission trip 
to the regional headquarters of the Church of 
the Nazarene in Pilar, Argentina, in partner­
ship with Missions In Action. During this first 
week of March 2007, students and members 
of the faculty and staff focused their trip on 
the installation of a new water purification 
system that will produce enough clean water 
for an entire village.
As the project proposal states, clean 
water is taken for granted in America: “If we 
want water, all we have to do is go to any fau­
cet, turn it on and the water is clean. But that 
is not the case in all areas of the world.”
It was not the case in Pilar. In March 
2006, professor Mike Morgan discovered that 
the village’s water supply was infected with E- 
coli and other contaminants that frequently 
make members of the community sick. If the 
water system is not properly maintained, the 
water becomes poisonous.
Seniors Ryan Holcomb, Daniel Kennell, 
Andy Kizzee and Josh Niemi eagerly took on 
the responsibility of this project. As engineers 
and disciples of Christ, they hope to eliminate 
the water contamination problem of the vil­
lage of Nainek, Argentina, with the installa­
tion of this new water system.
“God has given me a passion to help 
better the lives of those affected by disasters,” 
Kizzee said. “I can use my engineering train­
ing to accomplish that.”
The team that traveled to Argentina for 
spring break had been working on this project 
since June 2006. The project was assembled 
and ready for testing by December 2006, al­
lowing two months for tests and corrections 
before it was shipped to Argentina for perma­
nent assembly. The group built a pump house 
during spring break and will return in May to 
install the system.
Once the team became aware of the 
situation in Nainek, it was an obvious call for 
their talents as engineers.
This photo shows the water that the people in Pilar, Argentina, have 
been drinking.
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Student Leader: Stefphan Gambill 
(Lead Ambassador)
Number of Students: 10
Year Group Started: 1940s
Fun Fact: Students give up two 
months of their summer to do mission 
work through the Church of the Naza- 
rene in foreign countries.
1. Brittany Bowyer smiles with a group of children 
during her time in Zambia.
2. Katie Zurcher and Rachel Helmker spent their 
summer together in China.
3. Jennifer Kundrat smiles with children in Venezu­
ela who are pleased with the candy they have been 
given.
4. Kedric Jones shows some much-needed love to a 
child during his time in Zambia.
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1. Alcance member Katie Leimann poses for a silly picture. The 
serious work of the group, however, is to teach English as a sec­
ond language to people in the Kankakee area.
2. Alcance members Darren Blair, Adriana Espinoza, Amy Stan­
ford, Katie Leimann and Sam Graham stop for a group shot.
3. Members of Alcance take a homework break and participate 
in snack time.
4. These children, seen with Amy Stanford, participate on Sun­
day mornings.
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Barbara Mar­
tinez
Student Leader: Amy Stanford and 
Sam Graham
Number of Students: 50
Year Group Started: 2005
Fun Fact: The club’s name comes 
from the Spanish word Alcanzar, 
which means “to reach out.”
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a different path ...
P hillip  Howell, a senior at Olivet, has 
spent the past three years of his college ca­
reer playing basketball. However, this year, 
he made the decision to leave the court and 
pursue a full-time youth pastor position.
“This summer, I took a job as a student 
ministries pastor at Calvary Bible Church,” 
Howell said. “When I took that job, I felt God 
was leading me to full-time Christian service 
for the rest of my life.”
Looking back, Howell admits the diffi­
culties of his decision.
“Honestly, it would have been harder 
for me to play basketball and say ‘no’ to youth 
ministry,” Howell said. “Leaving my team­
mates was the hard part. I try to stay connect­
ed with the team and stop by for practices and 
games. I also lead a small-group Bible study 
with the team once a week. As for leaving bas­
ketball, it was a decision I knew I had to make. 
I want to be a doer of God’s Word. I want my 
life and my speech to reflect Christ.”
Howell desires to follow after the foot­
steps of his father, a pastor who has also been 
a significant supporter of his son’s goals.
“To this day,” Howell noted, “one of my 
favorite things to do is talk with my dad about 
what God is teaching me. I love his passion 
and the way he depends upon God daily.”
As Howell continues to trust in the 
Lord’s provision, he and his wife, Christine 
(Mazzella), a 2005 Olivet graduate, delight in 
the news of an addition to the family.
According to Howell, these new life changes 
have brought him closer to the Lord. He looks 
forward to what the Lord has in store for his 
family as well as possible ministry opportuni­
ties.
“Many people have told me that my life 
will never be the same again,” Howell said. 
“That is great news for me. I always want to be 
changing, growing and learning. ... I believe 
that we all must surrender our lives to Jesus 
Christ, our Lord and Savior, and follow Him 
wherever He takes us. It is a matter of trust, 
and I wholeheartedly believe God will give me 
a full and abundant life when I choose Him.”
The information fo r  this story was provided by the Office o f  Marketing Communications.
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Priscilla Ramos, a junior from  Portage, Ind., sharesabout her ministry 
to the local prison, a ministry called “Mission Possible ”
M issio n  Possible is a ministry of a small group of students with a 
passion and heart for inmates that have no other way to hear the Word 
of God. By visiting the men and women of a prison, we build friendships 
through playing games and conversation. Because they typically know 
right away that we are students and Christians from Olivet, we usually 
let them initiate conversations about God or the Bible. Soon, they begin 
to ask for Bibles and prayer, and ask us questions about our beliefs.
I became interested in prison ministries for two reasons. First, my 
mom was involved with a prison ministry when I was a young girl.
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Growing up, I would watch as she came 
home praising God and telling us of 
the testimonies of each night. It always 
touched my heart to hear how many 
people were receiving salvation, and I 
always wanted to experience a ministry 
like that.
Through Mission Possible, I have 
seen prisoners experience complete at­
titude changes. Two years ago, there 
was an 18-year-old girl who would often 
curse, throw fits and tantrums, and was 
hateful toward others. She was not ac­
cepting of our ministry, but during the
course of that. The “ I  never want to see or hear vear herheart
other reason year> ner neari
i became in- of prisoners having no access to srew soft as 
nnlvem,ww the Word of God. I  want to be Sus tS tSo inistry
is that one of someone that can pray for those °lheri Jad'es
my brothers about the Bi-
is in a Mis- people and help teach them the bie. By the end
souri prison, d ; 'h lt>  ”  die year>
and has been
there since I was about 10. At the prison 
he is in, church groups are not allowed 
to go inside as a ministry because of 
security reasons. My heart continually 
breaks knowing that there isn’t any way 
my brother can speak to other Chris­
tians or learn about the Bible. Because 
of his situation, I never want to see or 
hear of prisoners having no access to 
the Word of God. I want to be someone 
that can pray for those people and help 
teach them the Bible.
Before I came to college, this min­
istry had a rough start and eventually 
crumbled. When I met then-student 
Montague Williams at freshman ori­
entation, I expressed an interest. I was 
connected with Stephen Moulton and, 
together, we led a group in ministry to 
these individuals. Although I was young 
— the first freshman on the Spiritual Life 
Council — I was excited about spreading 
the Word of the Lord to these inmates.
her attitude 
had changed toward our group and the 
other inmates. She became a pod lead­
er, making sure the other women were 
taken care of and fulfilling their own re­
sponsibilities.
Once we have reached a point of 
openness with the inmates, we provide 
paperback Bibles to place on tables and 
to personally give to those who ask for 
one. We hold Bible studies or simply 
give the inmates Bible verses for specif­
ic issues that they may be facing. Some­
times, when requested, one or two of the 
girls and I will accompany a woman to 
a small counseling room, where we pray 
with her or discuss issues and struggles, 
offering Christian guidance that she 
otherwise might not hear.
By trying to provide encourage­
ment with Scripture, we hope the in­
mates remain positive, and we continue 
to believe that the Lord loves them.
Opposite Page: Pictured are Priscilla Ramos and Peter 
Sammons, members of Mission Possible.
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T.W. Willingham (1925-1938)
T.W. Willingham was known for his easy humor and his pen­
chant for unconventional thoughts. It was this man — Olivet’s first 
president — who, with the backing of a few other prominent Naz- 
arenes, bought the then-drowning college out of bankruptcy. That 
same day, he was elected to preside over the college. He was the sort 
that would give all the glory back over to God, not taking it for him­
self. Neither was he one to mince words, and, if he saw a problem, he 
cut right to it. With the spirit of a warrior of God — seasoned with a 
love of laughter — he was well-known for his odd, yet poignant half­
statements that challenged the very hearts of Christians:
“If this seems to be but a half-statement of truth, I answer that 
it is the statement of the neglected half, and if ignored, could lead 
one to worship the means instead of the end — even to becoming a 
“prayer-olater,” which is a form of idolatry. Prayer is an act of man, 
and one’s faith cannot stand on his own act, but in One who alone can 
respond to the act of man.”
A.L. Parrott (1938-1949)
A.L. Parrott was born in Walker Hallow, at the foot of Mount 
Parrott in East Tennessee. After attending Trevecca College, A.L. Par­
rott pastored in Bethany, Okla., where his church became the largest 
congregation within the denomination. Later, he received a master’s 
degree at Southwestern Presbyterian University and became known 
statewide as a strong preacher and businessman.
The Parrott family made its debut at Olivet in 1938. Though it 
took the upperclassmen a while to accept the new change, the cam­
pus soon warmed up to its new president. Parrott made an important 
contribution in the summer of 1939, when he convinced the Central 
Educational Zone to establish an education budget as an endowment 
that would help close the gap between the college’s operating expens­
es and what the college received in tuition and fees.
Olivet went through its most devastating institutional experi­
ence during Parrott’s presidency in November 1939. The main cam­
pus building, the administration office, was destroyed in a fire. This 
disaster convinced Parrott to consider locating Olivet to a new cam­
pus. Olivet bought the St. Viator College property in Kankakee Coun­
ty and moved to the Bourbonnais campus in the summer of 1940.
Harold W. Reed (1949-1975)
The longest-serving president of Olivet survived a quarter of 
: a century at the helm. During his tenure, Dr. Harold W. Reed wrote 
three books, pastored three separate churches and paved the way for 
Olivet to make the transition from a college to a university. Also, un- 
t  der his leadership, 20 major buildings were constructed. Many of the 
buildings on campus today are from the Reed era of Olivet history.
: When he came to Olivet, Reed desired to build a science build­
. mg, but was met with resistance. However, due to his perseverance,
■ Strickler Planetarium and Reed Hall of Science were built. Through­
out his tenure, Reed continued to solidify Olivet’s science program, 
t Times were not always pleasant for Reed. In 1963, a tornado
1 hit the campus and caused approximately $1 million in damage. In 
1 the wake of this disaster, seven years later, there was a massive fire 
, in the Power House. Neither of these situations deterred Reed. In ev- 
1 ery situation, Reed showed great leadership and determination. His 
motto during his presidency and throughout his life was displayed, 
not only in his office, but also in his heart: “God Is Able.”
Leslie Parrott (1975-1991)
During his 16 years as president of Olivet, Dr. Leslie Parrott was 
instrumental in the campus beautification program, which included 
the entrance signs, Kelley Prayer Chapel, Ward Field and Snowbarger 
Athletic Park. Parrott believed that Olivet “should look as much like 
a park as possible ... [and] that quality maintenance of the campus 
must always be a high priority.” Parrott was also instrumental in es­
tablishing intercollegiate football at Olivet in September 1976.
These were not the only milestones accomplished during his 
presidency, however. Other important events included the transition 
from a college to university status and the building of Larsen Fine 
Arts Center.
In 1988, Parrott wrote “The Olivet Difference” for the annual 
President’s Dinner, and it became a well-known publication distrib­
uted throughout the years to prospective students. “The Olivet Differ­
ence” described the positive ways that Olivet differs from other col­
lege campuses across the nation. Dr. Parrott said, “I love the Olivet 
difference. It keeps us committed. It’s our reason for being.”
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1. The Administrative Team of Olivet, also known as “The A-Team,” is comprised of Dr. Gary W. Streit, vice president for academic affairs; 
Dr. Brian Allen, vice president for institutional advancement; Rev. Walter “Woody” Webb, vice president for student development; Dr. Doug­
las E. Perry, vice president for finance; and Dr. John C. Bowling, University president.
2. The A-Team gathers for a quick photo before a business luncheon.
3. The Board of Trustees gathers in front of the Weber Center during fall board meetings.
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Lee Adams 
Political Science
Monica Adkins 
Art
Ryan Alexander 
Geology
Shelly Alexander 
Biology
Matthew Ames 
Biology
Timothy Anderson 
Computer Science
Jonathon Anderson 
Computer Science
Jeffrey Anglin 
Religion
Jason Athialy 
Religion
Lindsay Atkins 
Communication Studies
Sarah Baker 
Business Administaration
Lindsey Bailey 
Social Work
Jennifer Ballard 
Marketing
Matthew Barentine 
Criminal Justice
Rachel Baranowski 
Math Education
Kristin Barlow 
Dietetics
Michael Baron 
Engineering
Kimber Barger 
Child Development
Angela Beauvais 
Political Science
Adriel Beals 
Religious Studies
Michelle Bateman 
Marketing
Lauren Beitelschees 
Mass Communication
Angela Beiermann 
Housing and 
Environmental Design
Rebecca Beeson 
Nursing
Becky Bennett 
Exercise Science
Roberta Bender 
Youth Ministry
Cornelius Bellomy 
Business Administration
Timothy Bentley 
Computer Science
Emily Benson 
English
Karen Benson 
Accounting
Gary Bishir
Mass Communication
Nicholas Birkey 
Sports M anagement
Evan Berry 
Marketing
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1. Anna Fink poses for a crazy photo.
2. Matt Schiebel and Alisa Christensen 
enjoy time together.
3. Tara Tripp-Nelson and Karlynn 
Hoisington show off their game faces 
during the Powderpuff championship.
4. Liz Hollenberg took on a whole new 
look and culture for Candy and Cos­
tume Fest.
5. Morgan Ferguson, Kaylynn Flippo, 
Emily Dindoffer, Heather Smith, Col­
leen Bums, Susan Shand, Summer 
Zell, Brittany Bowyer, Rachael Clark 
and Sarah Riley gather before their Ol- 
lies Follies dance performance.
6. Courtney Schwaab shows that se­
nior year can cause some to ... lose 
their minds.
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Danielle Blair 
Family and Consumer 
Science Education
Hillary Boyce 
Nursing
Jessica Brantner 
Social Work
v __
A r
Adrienne Blue 
Nursing
Amanda Bosworth 
Social Science Education
Brittany Bowyer 
Nursing
Lenese Blakey 
Business Administration
Zachary Bohannon 
Mass Communication
Rebekah Bodmer 
Zoology
™ David Boulton 
Spanish
Jared Bouton 
History
Julia Bridges 
Religious Studies
Harrison Brewer 
Business Administration
Justin Bronson 
Elementary Education
Fawn Buckley 
Social Work
Erin Bruner 
History
Brittney Brown 
Children’s Ministries
Seth Burkey 
Biology
Colleen Bums 
Marketing
Samuel Bugajski 
Exercise Science
Kristy Burrows 
Music
Katie Bushard 
Chemisty
Kendra Cable 
Youth Ministry
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94 Seniors
Brian Canaday 
Mass Communication
Danielle Campbell 
Family and Consumer 
Science
Sam Calvert 
English
Emily Carlson 
Dietetics
Justin Carmean 
Sports Management
Aaron Cantrall 
Accounting
Nicole Chapman 
Marketing
Jennifer Chambers-Schwol IRoger Chamberlain 
Elementary Education
Alexander Childers 
Business Adminstration
Willie Chatman 
Elementary Educarion
Jacob Chastain 
Music
Christina Cobb 
Communication Studies
Rachael Clark 
Nursing
Alisa Christensen 
Elementary Education
Conrad Cooper 
Pastoral Ministry
Jerod Collins 
Marketing
Jessica Colwell 
Fashion Merchandising
AnneM arie Dilbeck 
Children’s Ministry
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Hannah Ficker 
Biology
96 Seniors
Lindsay Goodner 
Nursing
Carmin Green 
Dietetics
Gary Gibbs 
Music
Kaylynn Flippo 
Biology
Alicia Fosnaugh 
Business Administration
Samuel Graham 
Elementary Education
Alyse Frank 
Geology
Blake Gardner 
Art
Grace Gessner 
Christian Education
Heather Goorley 
Elementary Education
I
1 Joseph Greentree 
Pastoral Ministry
Susan Fleming 
Art
David Fowler 
M ass Communication
Russell Funk 
Youth Ministry
Ashley Greene 
Nursing
Am ber Gardner 
Elementary Education
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Sarah Gress 
Nursing
Ryan Grigsby 
Sports Management
Aaron Grise 
Business Administration
Sara Groves 
Mass Communication
Angela Grupe 
Pastoral Ministry
Megan Gullickson 
Early Childhood 
Education
M eagan Hamlen 
Biology
Amy Hale
Elementary Education
Erin Hall
Elementary Education
Jonathan Hall 
Youth Ministry
John Hamilton 
Criminal Justice
Sarah Hammer 
Housing and 
Environmental Design
Thomas Hammitt 
Criminal Justice
Patrick Harms 
Pastoral Ministry
Melissa Harper 
Elementary Education
Andrea Harshman 
Marketing
Kevin Hatcher 
Sociology
Lauren Hawkins 
Marketing
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Isaac Hayes 
Engineering
Robert Hegna 
Zoology
Amy Heincker 
Nursing
Douglas Heckman 
Marketing
Rachel Helmker 
Elementary Education
Abigail Heinold 
Physical Education Eric Herendeen 
Youth Ministry
Elizabeth Hilger 
Biology
Carrie Hinrich 
Nursing
Nicholas Higgins 
Christian Education
Cann Hoffmann 
Geology
Lindsay Hoevet 
Elementary Education
Denton Hird 
Art
Ryan Holcomb 
Engineering
Levi Holland 
Youth Ministry
Karlynn Hoisington 
Elementary Education
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M ark Hollis 
Sports Management
Elizabeth Hollenberg 
Intercultural Studies
Tonya Hoots 
Elementary Education
Annie Horstman 
Biology
Alyssa Hoskins 
Nursing
Jessica Howington 
Spanish Education
Robert Huck 
Psychology
Sarah Hoskins 
Art
Briana Hussung 
Family and Consumer Sciences
Rebecca Ibrahim 
Engineering
Katherine Ingram-Sifferd 
Business Administration
Travis Jackson 
Pastoral Ministry
Meagan Jackson 
Nursing
Lauren Jackson 
English
Kristina Jasonowicz 
Economics and Finance
Katherine Johnson 
Political Science
Emily Johnston 
Nursing
Joni Holmes 
Art
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Lauren Kelbus 
Psychology
Brent Keemle 
Christian Education
Daniel Kennell 
Engineering
V
Lauren Kehl 
Math Education
Melissa Kalas 
Elementary Education
Briana Kassebaum 
Elementary Education
Jennifer Kundrat 
Christian Education
Kaye Kinney 
Housing and 
Environmental Design
Joshua Koch 
Criminal Justice
Brad Krohe
Mass Communication
Andrew Kizzee 
Engineering
Christina Knisley 
Criminal Justice
Heather Kits 
Nursing
Amy Kistner 
Journalism
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Jordan LaPinta 
Business Administration
Heather Ludwig 
Elementary Education
Allyene Lacey 
Nursing
Stephanie Latka 
Communication Studies
Michaela Lieb 
Nursing
Jonathan Lange 
Art
Megan Lawrence 
Nursing
Annamary Leonard 
Elementary Education
Ezekiel Locke 
Business Administration
Rebecca Luttrell 
Elementary Education
Rebecca Lyle 
Nursing
Christina Lopez 
Elementary Education
102 Seniors
Heather Makarew icz 
Mathematics
Joseph Makarewicz 
Engineering
M elissa Marta
Housing and Environmental
Design
Haley Marshall 
Elementary Education
Elisabeth May 
Biology
Ryan McClellan 
Business Administration
Sarah McDevitt 
Elementary Education
Nicholas McDowell 
Social Science Education
Joshua M aurer 
Mass Communication
1. Lindsay Rose and Annamarie 
Leonard have enjoyed several crazy 
times together.
2. John Reed, Greg Stagner and 
Scott Smith show some love at a 
Christmas party.
3. Blake Strope and Rachel Helmker 
are pumped up for the Ollies Follies 
football game, and ready to show 
their class spirit one last year.
4. The Class of 2007, together for its 
final Ollies Follies.
Jennie M cCully 
Political Science
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Megan McGrath 
Social Work
Wesley McKain 
Political Science
Chelsea McKay 
Music Education
McCartha McKenzie 
Communication Studies
Matthew McMahan 
English
Nathan Merki 
Business Administration
Amy M iller 
Elementary Education
Leah Miller 
Elementary Education
Stephanie Miller 
Youth Ministry
Josephine Minnicino 
Biology
Emily Minms 
Mass Communication
Kristin Mitchell 
Accounting
Shaddy Mohammad 
Biology
Arka Mondal 
Marketing
Julie Monroe 
Biology
Joshua Moran 
Pastoral Ministry
Jared Morehouse 
Engineering
Christie Moreland 
Fashion Merchandising
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Kellie Mullin 
Physical Education
Lindsay M ullins 
Elementary Education
Kaila Nash 
Social Work
Brent Nelson 
Business Administration
Margret Ness Rachael Nichols 
Communication Studies
Jill Niemi 
Math Education
Monica Nixon 
Social Work
Cormne Norem 
Elementary Education
Joshua Niemi 
Engineering
Kathleen O ’Dowd 
Economics and Finance
Ryan Oleniczak 
Business Administration
Gunnar Ortgiesen 
Accounting
Aaron Palmer 
Biology
Sarah Parisi 
Art
Eric Paul 
Pastoral M inistry
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Aaron Payne 
Biology
Amanda Pennington
Family and Consumer Science
Education
Rebecca Petro 
Political Science
Neal Peterson 
Youth Ministry
Michael Peterson 
Business Administration
Matthew Pollock 
Pastoral Ministry
Victor Pleak 
Criminal Justice
Cassandra Phillips 
Psychology
Clinton Puckett 
Business Administration
Bethany Prugh 
Elementary Education
Jennifer Porter 
Elementary Education
John Reed 
History
Andrew Randall 
Computer Science
Ryan Quanstrom 
Political Science
Sarah Riley 
Social Work
Rachel le Renfro 
Physical Education
Jennifer Rhoads 
Housing and 
Environmental Design
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Steve Robbins 
Mathematics
Amy Sandell 
M arketing
Valerie Sass 
Music
Crystal Rose 
Psychology
w
Jennifer Rockefeller 
Athletic Training
Matthew Scheibel 
Elementary Education
Lindsay Rose 
Social Work
Anna Rufo 
English
Christian Sanchez 
Biology
Jolie Sanchez 
Mass Communication
Michael Ryba 
Mass Communication
Christopher Sanders 
Art
Dana Scheller 
Art
Christopher Ross 
M arketing
James Saffell
Computer Science
Sean Rose 
Music
Kevin Sandell 
Mass Communication
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Constance Schmidt 
Sociology
Courtney Schwaab 
Elementary Education
Stephen Schwartz 
Pastoral Ministry
Christopher Sereno 
Computer Science
Andrew Sears 
Art
Susan Shand 
Social Work
Ashley Sheeley 
Christian Education
M elissa Shank 
Spanish
Cirena Sifferd 
Art
Amanda Shelley 
Journalism
DeJuan Shelby 
Mass Communication
Rebekah Smidt 
Spanish Education
Benjamin Smidt 
Accounting
Megan Smalley 
Psychology
Luke Smith 
Journalism
Briana Smith 
Zoology
Heather Smith 
Nursing
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Dennis Stora 
Exercise Science
Jennifer Stout 
English
Timothy Sommer 
General Studies
Sarah Stevens 
Nursing
M ary Smith 
Elementary Education
Grant Stephenson 
Elementary Education
M atthew Soulia 
Youth Ministry
Stacy Stephens 
Elementary Education
Michael Smith 
Engineering
Greg Stagner 
Economics and Finance
Tracee Steele 
Elementary Education
Nathan Stout 
Religion and Philosophy
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Kristin Stocking 
Elementary Education
Raymond Sthay 
Sports M anagement
Zachariah Stevens 
A rt
Michael Stogsdill 
Computer Science
John Stooksbury 
Accounting
Abby Stevenson 
Elementary Education
Kristine Stremlow 
Fashion Merchandising
Stephanie Stull 
Nursing
Dominique Taylor 
Communication Studies
Amanda Taylor 
Child Development
Derrek Thomas 
Mass Communication
Jonathon Thompson 
Criminal Justice
Matthew Swenson 
Marketing
Blake Strope 
Engineering
William Strope 
Children’s Ministry
Dennisha Veal 
Psychology
Tara Tripp-Nelson 
Elementary Education
Jamie Tubbs 
Marketing
Meredith Tibbe 
Dietetics
■
Jessica Tuttle 
Elementary Education
Jillian Totten 
Elementary Education
Mollie Tippitt 
Elementary Education
Malanna Tressler 
Nursing
Mary Anne Toliver 
Business Administration
110 Seniors
Tabitha Vegh 
Communication Studies
Marsee Vinson 
Elementary Education
Andreas Wald 
Engineering
Nicole Ward 
Marketing
Matt White
Economics and Finance
Courtney Wallin 
Mass Communication
Levi Williams 
Elementary Education
M arcus Winn 
Political Science
Colleen Witte 
Nursing
I
Kirsten W itthoff 
Nursing
Richard Wright 
Philosophy and Religion
Tiffany Woods 
Dietetics
Nathan Yearian 
Biblical Studies
Jenna Yoder 
Psychology
Jenny Young 
Journalism
Katie Zurcher 
Art
Summer Zell 
Housing and 
Environmental Design
Deborah Zwirkoski 
Social Work
Seniors 111

W h  o’s Who Among Students in American Colleges and 
Universities recognizes students annually for their academic 
achievement, extracurricular involement and future poten­
tial for leadership. The chosen students are then honored in a 
published directory. This year, 38 Olivet seniors were chosen 
in early December based upon these criteria as well as their 
Christian witness. The 2007 Olivet recipients were
Lindsey Bailey 
Angie Beauvais 
Emily Benson 
Gary Bishir 
Julia Bridges 
Jordan Bumgarner 
Lisa Denault 
Rusty Funk 
Megan Gullickson 
Erin Hall 
Ryan Holcomb 
Liz Hollenberg 
Rebecca Ibrahim
Briana Kassebaum 
Andy Kizzee 
Christina Lopez 
Pete Lustig 
Sarah McDevitt 
Wesley McKain 
Tyler Mowry 
Aaron Payne 
Ryan Quanstrom 
David Rucker 
Christian Sanchez 
Kevin Sandell 
Chris Sanders
Matt Scheibel 
Dana Scheller 
Bekah Smidt 
Ben Smidt 
Luke Smith 
Matt Soulia 
Jessica Tuttle 
Emily Waltrip 
Shane Wesley 
Marcus Winn 
Katie Zurcher 
Debbie Zwirkoski
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Erika 
Anderson
a Ms
Heidi
Anderson
Rebekah Nicholas Chad
Andrews Austin Bailey
1. Lauren Prince and Laura 
Martz stumped the judges with 
these rural costumes.
2. Roommates Carolyn Stipp 
and Katie Sweet dressed as 
“pumpkin pi” for Candy and 
Costume Fest.
3. Tim Taylor, Bryant Schaf­
fer, Andrew Steiner and Chris 
Brown support their class at 
the Ollies Follies weekend ONU 
football game.
4. Zack Fabert finds a better use 
for his lunch: an edible mask.
5. These junior girls celebrate a 
great competition after the Ol­
lies Follies wacky games.
Kayla Amber
Ballard Barber
Shelly
Alexander
Benjamin
Anderson
Dana
Baumgarten
Bennett
Blake
Andrea
Board
Ketune
Barnell
S
Christopher
Bowman
David
Batley
I
Cassidy
Booher
Elizabeth
Barnes
Rachel
Bernhardt
Matthew
Boersema
Levi
Barse
Elyse
Bishop
Kyle
Boils
Ryan
Bivins
Arissa 
Beck
Rebecca
Boehmer
Alicia
Brecheisen
y ulr v
PeterJemter
BowmanBowman
Colby
Bowser
Sara
Brewer
Lauren
Brickham
Kerri
Cramer
Kara
Burkey
Allison
Caudle
Brian
Cullins
Emily
Claus
Marcus
Bucklin
Lindsay
Carroll
Shannon
Craddock
Michael
Dahlberg
Jonathan
Brown
Rachel
Buller
Elizabeth
Crabill
Annie
Carter
Katherine
Carr
Hannah
Craig
Darien
Brown
Lincoln
Butler
Heather
Caldwell
Alexander
Butler
. v J
Lauren 
Chessum
Chelsi
Clauson I
Jerrod
Covert
Shannon
Dawson
1. Dan Walker and Matt Bowman have fun on 
just another crazy day.
2. Taylor Lanie and Brittany Gallup decked 
themselves out as bumble bees for Costume 
and Candy Fest.
3. Marla Mast, Amy Slonecker and Jessica Bay- 
less work on their tans during the weekend of 
Ollies Follies ONU football game.
4. Sarah Fritcher and Mary Fritcher support 
friend Matt Ostrom after a football game.
5. Rachel Small, Sarah Mullin and Megan Petty 
get close during an Ollies Follies event to show 
their support for the junior class.
Abigail
Day
Tyler
Decker
Carrie
Dobin
Emily
Doersam
Hilary
Disch
Caitlin
Dodson
/
Ashley
Downs
Jakob
Duehr
Andrew
Deyoung
Elizabeth
Drebenstedt
Alex
Dial
Cheryl Amanda Kimberly
Degner Delong Demint
Renee
Evilsizor
Deborah
Faircloth
April
Elliott
Diana
Fairfield Fightmaster
Jeffrey
Engelmann
Rachel
Durante
\ \  \ i
Amanda
A iI H
Jonathan
Flores
Amanda
Elliott
Jennifer
Engelland
Karie
Firlit
Kiri
Frankhauser
Brittany
Fry
Sarah
Fritcher
Courtney
Fuller
Kelly
Fuller
4
Emilee
Foxworthy
Hillary
Fredrickson
£
Brittany
Gallup
Stefphan Lindsey
Gambill Gant
f  ' :
111  ^ . w
Brian 
Gladden
Elizabeth
Graper
Samuel
Griggs
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Stacy
Granger
Rachel
Green
Alison
Gremar
Heidi
Gross
Kristen
Hall
Nathan
Gray
Justina
Hackman
Jennifer
Gunnerson
Sarah
Gute
Darlena
Gomez
1. Danae Drebenstedt 
and Autumn Tagert 
bond during a crazy 
night of hanging out.
2. Jessica Murphy, Kelly 
Fuller, and Courtney 
Fuller look relatively 
normal next to Chad 
Stadt as he adds his 
own flair at the ONU 
Ollies Follies weekend 
football game.
3. Robin Pugh steals a 
bite from Megan Mosh­
er’s cookie during a 
night of open house in 
a friend’s apartment.
4. David Dugger, Elliot 
Maloney and Alex But­
ler feel the presence of 
the force while goofing 
around with Alex’s cos­
tume.
Jonathan
Heald
Timothy Luke
Hehn Henry
Benjamin Andrew
Hobbs Hofer
, R
Derek
Jerome
Jaielynn
Kirby
Brandon
Jamerson
Scott
Karalis
Jonathan
Kirschner
Caitlin
Homer
Joel
Heald
Stephen
Hollenberg
Rachel
Heam
Megan
Hotle
Hanna
Hines
<’f
.  ^  K ,
Cheri
Hoffmann
Hahnah
Jackson
p-*-i
Barbara Kyle
Hart Hart
Elizabeth
Harvey
Jessica
Hulsey
Katherine
Huffman
Taylor
Hughes
M elissa
Hurd
Trenton
Ivey
Leslie
Jones
Michelle
Kalogeros
J
Tatiana
Kaminski
Awna
Johnson
Jennifer
Jonelis
Kimberly
Kasten
Lindsey
Kline
Jordan
Kelly
Joshua
Kennedy
Michelle
King
Scott
Liscomb
AmandaMorgan
Lawson
Michelle
Linn
Abigail
Mallett
Katherinne
Leimann
V
Jennifer
Lennon
Rachel
Major
Whitney
Lyons
Nicole
Maberry
Eric
Manogue
■ ■ ■ - -  -
Scott
McConnell
Shannon
McCormic
V. .td
Jessica
Mateer
£
Amanda
Mavichien
Alesha Ranee 
McCall
Matthew
Krueger
Kristina
Lam er
Trisha
Kruszynski
.a A lt t f lX l l
Robert
Lash
Brittany
Lavigne
V  . . . r T
Kenneth
Knisley
j
4*
David
Kujawa
Heidi
Lautenschleger
Linissa
Lantz
Rachel
Krestan
Joel
Lovell
L. 1 -X 
Marla 
Mast
Matthew
Kristin
Martens
TI
Joshua
120 Juniors
Katie
Novak
Angela
Nordin
Adam
Ollervidez
Rachel
Olson
Christopher
Outler
Tama
Pavlovcik
Elizabeth
Perry
Genesis
Peterkort
Megan
Petty
Meredith
Peters
Cheetara
Portis
Jamie
Pyles
Jeremy
Robinson
Laurice
Pollack
Jennifer
Prejna
m m m x
Travis
Proehl
Brian
Robbins
Robin
Pugh
Brianna
Robbins
Lillian
Phillips
Ashlee
Pierson
Priscilla
Ramos
Darlene
Ratthahao
I
Susan
Ritzema
£
Katherine
Rodgers
Crystal
Rogers
Evett
Rolsten
Cynthia
Rucker
Melinda
Runyon
Joshua
Sabinas
Bethany
Sackett
Dinah
Samuelson
Christian
Sanchez
Scott
Sargent
Marcus Lauren
Stuart Stvan
Kellie
Sears
Kerry
Sheehan
Michael
Severn
Lindsey
Sherman
Amanda
Scheve
Brian
Short
Michelle
Sims
Olivia
Smith
Bryant
Schaffer
Kelly
Short
Joseph
Sippel
Logan
Spangler
Gretchen
Stout
Jordan
Simpson
Brittany
Shreffler
Caitlin
Simms
122 Juniors
Jennessa
Smith
Andrew
Steiner
Rachel
Small
Sara
Stahl
i
Cameron
Smith
Katarina
Stanojevic
Bethany
Slocum
Amy
Slonecker
Suzanne
Sletto
Greg 
St. Louis
Katherine
Sweet
I
|
j
i ,
Carolyn
Stipp
1. Lindsay Carroll and Sara 
Stahl show their beautiful 
smiles for this photo.
2. Tania Pavlocik and Chad 
Bailey enjoy a moment to­
gether as friends while partici­
pating with their class in the 
spirit competition at the Ollies 
Follies football game.
3. Meg Hall, Ruth Miller and 
Andrea Enke make funny faces 
during some time together at 
Steak 'N  Shake.
Meghen
Tosto
Kimberly
W right
'\
David
Taylor
Amanda
Torres
Michal Rayanna
Trausch Tressler
Autumn
Tagert
Laura
Thompson
Dorothy
Voyles
Mary
Walas
Justin
W hitlow
Susan
Tuttle
Amanda
Taylor
M ichelle
Ticknor
M elissa
Vankley
Laura
W heat
Andrea
Wright
Stephanie
Vergara
Timothy
Taylor
Christopher Chelsea
Terrill Thigpen Thimons Thomas
l i l l  I 1, it 
Robert
Laurryn
Trojanowski
Cherith
Turner
1 T
i ; A\ Mi nH
Daniel
Walker
Joy
Watson
Sonia
W illiams
W ellenreiter
Steven
Williams
Lacy
Wendling
David
Wilson
Kathryn
W endorf
I 4
Hannah
Witt
tessJ
I m - i .w ■
Brecklyn
Wasmuth
AC
Elizabeth
Watson
Benjamin
Williams
Zachariah
Wright
Hollee
Yates
Kimberly Zachary
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Rebecca
Bailey
Bonnie
Acker
Austin
Bender
Michael
Benson
Tara
Abner
Linda
Anders
Meaghan
Baldwin
Sarah
Anderson
.L sfl!
April 
Becker
Timothy
Allen
Timothy
Arrington
Rachel
Bedell
Whitney
Allison
Kimberly
Austin
Annette
Beechamp
Raina
Bensyl
I
Elizabeth
Anderson
Jeffrey
Alexander
Kristi
Ball
Kenneth
Baumann
Brittany
Anderson
Courtney
Behrens
Kristen
Belin
Audra
Bell
Brittany Justin Jordan
Bertolozzi Beuthin Bivins
Robert
Bledsaw
Lindsey
Bright
Charity
BrinkleyBriles
Mindy
Burrell
Caleb
Boddington
Emily
Bums
Daniel Stephen
Berquist Berry
Andrea
Bowne
Enk
Buehl
d
Jaclyn
Bollinger
Kaylee
Bontrager
Brittany
Booton
Elizabeth
Brown
Rebecca
Brummer
Caprice Jessica
Bronson Brooks
Rachel Tony Stephen Jennifer
Butler Calero Cargile Carlson
1. Erik Beuhl, Kyle Denault and Greg Rexroth show that sopho­
more guys can pick you up when you’re feeling down (literally).
2. Britni McDonald, Ashley Catapano, and Rebecca Hughes em­
brace a Kodak moment while sporting their Ollies Follies T-shirts 
and ninja turtle eyewear.
3. Justin Beuthin, Lauren Buys and Jason Dennis get into char­
acter in their costumes for Candy and Costume Fest at Hidden 
Cove.
4. Heidi Curtis and Kristin Walstra give us a bird’s-eye view of 
campus.
Joshua
Carman
Chrissy Jessica Sarah
Casey
J i tj 1 
Nadine 
Carole
Jami
Carpenter
K \
Melanie
Carroll Chadwick Chappell
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Sarah
Deckinga
Christopher
Demerell
Kyle
Denault
Jason
Dennis
Rebekah
Doctor
1. Georgia and Bethany English share some love during a night of open apartments at a friend’s,
2. Tricia Podguski and Jacklynn Spencer take a moment away from watching the football game to 
smile for the camera.
3. Richard Sterk is interrupted in mid-sentence, apparently shocked by the flash of the camera.
4. Matt Samples looks confused as to which way his friends have gone and why they left him stuck 
between the fence.
5. Mindy Burrell and Emily Bums get excited to cheese for a self-portrait together.
Jamie
Dumelle
Jenna
Edgecomb
Miriam
Edwards
126 Sophomores
Anna
Eneelbrecht
Bethany
English
Georgia
English
Brandon
Farrell
Adriana
Espinoza
Dana
Ferguson
Brittany
Frost
Ashlee
Folsom
Benjamin
Francis
Claire
Freiburg
Caleb
Floyd
Ashley
Farris
Andrea
Gibson
-k.
Danielle
Gibson
Jeremy
Gibson
Jordan
Gibson
Liliana
Gonzalez
Alyssa
Gee
rtH®? SCia,
Alex
Gerber
Jessica
Graham
Lauren
Green
James
Guinan
Bryan
Gunter
Christina
Haas
Julia
Goodman
Hillary
Green
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Timothy
Hall
Danielle
Hartley
Andrea
Hayes
Amanda
Harrelson
Catherine
Haynes
F"’
James
High
Angela
Hess
Stephen
Hamilton
Hayley
Henry
Elizabeth
Hernandez
Michael
Heinold
Sarah
Hileman
Andrew
Hollywood
Kellie
Hodge
Stacey
Hoekstra
Laura
Hofer
Rachel
Hoffman
Sarah
Henning
Tyler
Hoaglun
Ryan
Johnson
Brittany Jennifer
Hummel
Joshua
Hoover
Janue
Jacobs
Sarah
Horvath
u
Emily
James
Cara
Johnson
Emily
Jacobson
trfll *
Jared
Jaymes
Zachary Lindsay
Hosick Houseman
Rebecca
Hughes
Cory
Koehn
Brandon
Jordan
Peter
Kershaw
Anna
Kolber
Enn Megan
Kifle Kili an
Am anda Jonathan Anthony
Krawec Kundrat Kupchek
1. Jessica Peugh and Allison Peck enjoy 
a relaxing moment as friends.
2. Rachel Straub, Jennifer Hummell, 
Kimberly Austin, Anna Kalnes, Jaclyn 
Bollinger and Stacey Hoekstra pause to 
document a night of hanging out.
3. Bethany Axmark and Nick Stone show 
some attitude in their costumes at the 
cheerleading Halloween party.
4. Chris Tudor and Ashley Catapano 
smile with extra “turtle power” during 
the Ollies Follies skit and talent competi­
tion.
Sarah
Johnson
Jessica
Jones
Kelsi
Jones
Chester
Kepler
Randall
Knowles
Matthew
Kelling
Austin
Kizzee
— •
j O' J
Katherine
Kirsch
Jeremy
Keller
Dan Bethany
Leimann Lesh
Matthew
Lyle
Ryan
Jones
Jay me 
Karenko
Melissa
Kirby
I 1 i
Betsy Kristin Meagan
Kurtz Lam Lamping
Allyssa Emily Spencer Gabrielle
Lewis Lockwood Loomis Lopez
f
Franklin
Lapaz
Bradley
Luchene
Susan
Leib
Stephanie
Leth
Kayla
McCormick
Laura
Maiolo
Rick
McCommon
Andrea
McLean
Simba
Mawoza
Michael
Mclntire
Stacey
May
Bryan
Marquis
Elizabeth
Marriett
Rebecca
Marston
Margaret Samuel
Martin M artin
Michele
McNett
Jordan
McCroskey
Christina
Meddaugh
Britni
McDonald
Paige
Medearis
M elissa
M clnemey
Megan
McFadden
Amy
Meents
Virginia
Martin
Ryan
Miller
David
Mohr
Meaghan
Moore
April
Messier
Kristen
Moller
Karin
Mick
Donnamarie
Meents
Stephanie
Meid
Steven
Mendez
Janina
Poppy
Miller
Leah
Mingus
Megan
McKinley
Gennifer
Melton
Kristen 
Memenga
L
1. Mo Hutton contemplates life and roses — a rose by any other name would taste as sweet?
2. Roommates Tiffany Vegh, Audra Bell and Brittany Frost are all smiles as they clad themselves in their 
class T-shirts and face paint to get in the spirit.
3. Lauren Green, Caleb Boddington, Charlotte More, Hillary Green and Ian Cole support their fellow 
sophomores during an Ollies Follies event.
Jessica
Peugh
Derek
Phillips
Jenna
Pickering
Patricia
Podguski
Page
Emily
Poutre
Cesar
Nicole
Brooke
Peterson
Billie
Proehl
Jennifer
Ramsay
Allison
Reader
Megan
Reed
Megan
Ralston
Christopher
Rakoczy
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Daniel
Rodriguez
Megan
Schwind
Kate
Sebero
Austin
Senior
Heather
Sieg
Sabrina
Seed
Alexandra
Smith
Mary
Schwarz
Taft
Richardson
Bethany
Rollet
Amanda
Roach
1 Jf i 
Jordan 
Robinson
Matthew
Slimmer
Danielle
Slowey
Megan
Schield
Alyse
Scott
Jason
Roberts
Lindsay
Rosales
Michael
Schultz
I
Kasie
Ruder
Lacey
Robinson
Alex
Rodriguez
Christen
Sanders
132 Sophomores
Whitney
Shetler
Sarah Dawn
Sickles
Elizabeth
Virt
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Jovana
Torres
Tiffany
Vegh
Soulia
Rachel
Straub
Kerry
Steines
Sarah
Stevenson
Scott
Vandersteen
Craig
Vantrease
Nichole
Snyder
Daniel
Stombaugh
Cynthia
Suparman
Tarshawa
Townsend
Emily
Tadla
Megan
Taylor
Amanda 
Ter Beest
Rachel
Smith
Zachary
Taylor
1. Amanda Closser, Becky 
Closser, Jamie Jacobs, 
Christina Meddaugh, Jenny 
Carlson and Katie Kirsch smile 
with holiday cheer during a 
Christmas celebration.
2. Krissy Wininger and Josh 
Magnin represent just how 
awesome the sophomore 
class can be.
3. Bethany Sackett, Melanie 
Crump and Jami Dewey share 
some cuddle time together as 
good friends should.
4. Liz Brown and Danny 
Quanstrom prepare to enjoy a 
delicious Christmas tree treat.
Brandon
Upchurch
Amy
Wade
Clayton
Urbanick
Kevin
Wakefield
Danielle
Urfer
Carole
Vandermark
Joel
Thomas
Jeremy
Snyder
Brooklin
d
Courtney
Spagnoli
Jacklynn
Spencer
Shannon
Streets
•a*' »4**.
Dana
Yost
Jacqueline
Warren
Kyle
Williamson
Sarah
Wright
Bethany
Weaver
Alissa
Woods
Kristen
Wright
Janet
Wynstra
Abigail
Waltrip
i...., V  fl
Tracey
Wangler
Ashley
Woodbum
Jessica
Whitlock
Courtney
Wooding
Hilary
Ward
David
Williamson
Stephen
Wolfe
Brian
Welter
Audra
Wemtz
K ris tin
Wininger
1. Kayla McCormick and Meaghan Baldwin show off their bright, shiny smiles.
2. Fellow Williams Hall RAs Emily James and Brooklin Soulia always remember to take time to be silly — keeps one young at heart.
3. Scotty Vandersteen trys to shy away from the spotlight, but plays along.
4. Bonnie Acker, Behtany Lesh, Kristi Ball, Kristin Sieg, Jennifer Carlson, Erin Sandoz, Michelle Olson and Sarah Helmker show their 
support for the Tigers with signage at a home basketball game.
5. Carole Vandermark, Brian Gladden and Jessica Brooks have fun with their favorite farm friend, Bessie the cow.
6. Betsy Kurtz, Claire Freiburg and Megan Ralston enjoy being ridiculous together and doing their own dances.
7. The entire sophomore class gathered for their class photo in McHie Arena before the Ollies Follies skit and talent competition.
Alexander Alicea Allen Aluculesei Anderson Andrews Anthon-
Lakia
Bates
Derrick
Bennett
Cheryl
Bensel
Suzanna
Bentley
Cole
Berkley
Elizabeth
Bernhardt
Stephanie
Bertolozzi
Chelsea
Beuckelaere
Morgan
Bamell
Kristen
Bellomy
Courtney
Bennett
Joshua
Ayers
'Ay
V.
Bethany
Bacon Bailey
Lyssa
Baker
Marisa Alan
Baker Baldwin
Meredith
Beard
. M
Johnathan
Baldwin
Kaitlin
Barker
Andrea
Barnes
Tyler
Baldwin
Jeffrey
Beenes
Sarah
Blanchette
Alexa
Bocanegra
Dolphy
Biswas
Deanna
Blacklock
Casey
Bloom
Alyssa
Bonnell
Julie
Bontz
Bradley
Borgman
Ashley
Bevan
Lindsey
Borgman
Jennifer
Bouquet
Seth
Bowman
Elizabeth
Borsom
Nathan
Bouton
Brandon
Bowmar
Steven
Bradley
Megan Crystal David Josiah
Bradshaw Brais Brantener Bremer
1. Bethany Bacon and Kristin Murray get crazy for 
the Ollies Follies skit and talent.
2. Jeremy Lord, Chris Dean, Johathan Henderson, 
Jeremy Howell and James Sly just have fun being 
guys.
3. Jeff Lamping has Megan Sherman laughing 
with his ridiculous costume at Candy and Costume 
Fest.
4. Jessica Harris, Jenna Dickey, Janie Sommer and 
Anna Smit joined a huge crowd of freshmen at the 
Ollies Follies weekend ONU football game to sup­
port their team.
Rhonda
Brenneman
Dustin
Briggs
Courtney
Bronson
Chelsea
Brown
Maureen
Brown
Micah
Brown
Shannon
Brown
Sarah
Brubaker
Crystal
Bryant
Judy
Buchanan
Jaime
Buhmann
Matthew
Buller
Kristen
Burk
Kevin
Burke
Rachel
Burke
Jonathan
Burkey
Naomi
Burnett
Heather
Burns
Tyler
Bum s
Leah
Burrows
Mark
Burton
Jess
Buter
Stephanie
Butler
Lauren
Buys
Marvin
Cabrera
Leah
Calco
Aaron
Caldwell
Jason
Calvelage
Jeffrey
Carpenter
Elizabeth
Campbell
Joshua
Carmean
Brittany
Carpenter
Michael
Carpenter
Andrew
Carretto
Caitlin
Carter
Ashley
Catapano
Amy
Catlett
David
Caudle
Matthew
Cawvey
Alison
Chally
Regina
Cerrato
John
Chambers
Zachary
Champ
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Jason
Chew
Andrew
Clausen
Amanda
Closser
Katherine
Clarke
Sarah
Clark
Bethany
Christiansen
Matthew
Christensen
Amanda
Christensen
Crystal
Cheever
Preston
Chatmon
i
Kaitlin
Cook
Meghan
Coulter
David 
Corri an
Matt
Cosbv
Matthew
Cook
Rachel 
Como lio
Gretchen
Combs
Patrick
Cole
Nicole
Colbert
Rebecca
Closser
1. Leah Calco, Stephanie Hellstrom and Sarah 
Hamminga show off their full backpacks as they 
begin their first semester of college together.
2. Gina Cerrato finds a creative way to use her 
yellow bandana to shield herself from the blaz­
ing sun beating down on the crowd at the foot­
ball game.
3. Lizzie Smithson and Anna Showalter enjoy 
their time at the annual Freshman Picnic in the 
Bowlings’ backyard.
4. Jacob Jackson and Michael Vanderhei are 
caught for a photo as they pass.
Ryan
Crombar
Stephen
Crisp
Hannah
Cripe
Brittany
Crawley
Joshua
Crawford
Caitlin
Crandall
Kendall
Cramer
Nicola
Craig
Melissa
Cox
Melissa
Coulter
Adrienne
Cox
Norman
Curtis
Brooke
Davis
Angela
Davis
Amy
Davis
Keilyn
Davenport
Kent
Davenport
Amanda
Daughtry
Matthew
Daugherty
Rachel
Cundari
Jacob
Crowley
Benjamin
Crowley
Richard
Deshaw
Jaimie
Desanto
Jeffrey
Deruiter
Brittany
Denhart
Laura
Demerell
Rachael
Demaray
Mary
Degroot
Katelyn
Dean
Elissa
Decker
Jessica
Davis
Eduardo 
De Jesus Alvarez
luVM
Joy
Dierickx
Chelsey
Downs
Tyler
Dossett
Kelsey
Dopson
Annahese
Dockter
Amber
Doan
Stephen
Dill
Jonathan
Detrich
Daniel
Devries
Allysa
Deyoung
Jenna
Dickey
138 Freshmen
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Bethany
Hagenberg
Colin
Harling
Jordan
Hankel
Alaina
Hamlin
Sarah
Hamminga
James
Hammond
David
Hamilton
Tyler
Halterman
Gary
Hager
Zachary
Harvey
Brad
Hartline
Brittany
Harvey
Mallori
Hartke
Tara
Hartley
Laticia
Harshman
Jessica
Harris
Brittany
Harris
Lindsey
Harms
Melissa
Harmon
Megan
Harmon
Jessica
Hernandez
Jonathan
Henderson
Caren
Henderson
Zachary
Hendershott
Stephanie
Hellstrom
Bethany
Hedge
Joshua
Hedding
Deanna
Hatchett
Alexander
Hassel
Dustin
Hogan
Timothy
Hoekstra
Sarah
Hobbs
Elise
Hishinuma
Danielle
Hisaw
Kaylin
Himes
Thomas
Higgins
Rachael
Heubner
Elizabeth
Hiatt
Andrea
Humrichouser
Jerremy
Howell
Laci
Hoskins
Ytnassa
Horton
Lacey
Horner
Rachel
Hoover
Martin
Horine
Charles
Hollandbeck
Kelli
Holcomb
Kelly
Holcomb
j O H Q A N  Q
Connor
Johnson
Brandy
Jenkins
Ashley
James
Suzanna
Jaime
Camilyn
Jahn
Jacob
Jackson
Jennifer
Jackson
Brittany
Jacobs
Emely
Ibanez
Kristophor
Irish
Reeve
Hutchens
140 Freshmen
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Gregory
Johnson
Nicole
Johnson
Bradley
Johnston
Danielle
Johnston
Kathleen
Johnston
Kassandra Benjamin
Kanoski Kay
Johanna
Kearney
Elizabeth
Keck
W hitney John Michael 
Jones Jurica
T/J
Anthony
Kammeyer
Sarah
Kendall
Melody
Kennell
Stephanie
Kidle
Hannah 
Keys
1. Leah Mills and Mule Mamba show some 
game faces during the Homecoming Pow- 
derpuff competition, where they put up a 
hard fight against the seniors and took the 
sophomores in the second game to come in 
third in the competition.
2. Daniel Walker, Brooklyn Taylor and Mary 
DeGroot have fun hanging out at the begin­
ning of their time at Olivet.
3. Stephanie LaLone, Jessica Dushane and 
Allison Smith pose in their newly mud-cov­
ered selves after taking advantage of one of 
the many rain-soaked days of first semester.
Taylor
Kiger
Allen
Kilbum
i .
McCall
Kitchel
Jacob
Kline
Kayla
Kling
Aaron
Knight
John
Knight
Jonathan
Knol
Jerad
Koch
Kellie
Koverman
Ixah
Kraklow
Greggory
Kraly
Jordan
Kramer
Jessica
Kroymann
Jessica
Kuhn
David
Kuipers
Sarah
Kunkes
I
Joseph
Ladesic
Stephanie
Lalone
to. ^
Kyle
Lambright
Jeffrey
Lamping
Jayna
Larson
Randy
Lash
Kathleen
Kujawa
nil'.'. . Mi $ .
Robert Daniel
Launhardt Lechuga
Kayla
Kusterman
Christian
Lacher
Jessica
Lehe
Elizabeth
Leigh
I '  J.UU1 t
Charles ! t
Leimann
Ujk.. J
Stephanie
Leitner
ifli
r
Kalen
Leive
Renee
Lemaster
Claude
Lemmer
Gregory
Lengel
Sara
Lennon
Brittany
Letzkus
Andrew
Lewis
Emily
Lewis
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Reuben
Lillie
Courtney
Lindsay Lohrenz
Amy
Loeffler
1. Rebecca Vander Naald, Mary Phillips and Kami 
Vander Velde bundle up for some fun during the 
winter.
2. Tiffany Fatchaline, John Radzimanowski and 
Stephanie Gunnerson come together during the 
Ollies Follies athletic competitions.
3. John Short, Peter Hall, Heather Mueller and Jared 
Short are happy to show their freshman pride out­
side Ludwig Center before the Ollies Follies theme 
dinner.
4. Matt Weber, Brad Aardema and Tory Harris give 
their most serious faces to the camera.
Kristin
Long
Nobuhle
Mamba
Rachael
Luby
Katharyn
Mansfield
Amber
Maddack
Vanessa
Manders
Andrea
Maines
Adan
Longoria
I
Sarah
M anchester
Elizabeth
Lumpkin
Lydia
Lustig
i
Emily
Manuel
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Stacey
Mahuna
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Peter Sonya
Mariani Marlowe
Joshua
Martin
Bradley Janae
Moore Morris
Christine
Mosey
Amanda
Mossell
Alec
Motley
Rachel
Martinson
1 «.■ •)
Brandon
McClure
Alex
McGrath
Ashlie
Mclntire
Brittney
McKenzie
Morgan
McGreevy
Kevin
Mensinga
Kristi
Messina
Cory
Miller
Joel
Miller
Kyle
Mohler
Shawn
Monk
Marissa
Moon
Samantha
Moor
Benjamin
Moore
142 Freshmen
Kathleen
Nemec
Matthew
Nelson
Courtney
Neil
Kristin
Murray
Ryan
Murray
Kimberly
Murray
Kelli
Murphy
Angeliz
Munoz
Samantha
Mull
Jonathan
Mulick
Daniel
Oliver
Sara
Oliver
Jaimee
Oliver
Misti
Ohrt
Megan
Ochs
Rowel
Ocampo
Sarah
O'Neal
Sarah
O'Keefe
Jeremy
North
Carly
Norris
Dana 
Non tell
Cassie
Palmer
Gregory
Parks
Emilie
Padgett
Daniel
Page
Matthew
Ozment
Derek
Otterman
Alvaro
Osorio
Jennifer
Ooten
Jennifer
Olson
Carter
Ollervidez
John
Paxson
Jordi
Phillips
Rachel
Phelps
Brittany
Petree
Lisa
Pesavento
M ichael
Perez
Joanna
Perry
Hannah
Pennell
Lauren
Penrod
Ryan
Peabody
Tori
Prentice
Megan
Prather
Grant
Powell
Mariah
Potts
Elaine
Pons
Brian
Ponce
Tricia
Piening
Jason
Piper
Colin
Picchietti
Mary
Phillips
Matthew
Phillips
Blake
Reddick
Kelsi
Rector
Elyse
Rawley
John Rachael
Radzimanowski Ramer
Carrie
Rattin
Crystal
Pribyl
Calebb
Proehl
Jessica
Pruitt
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Nikita
Ringo
Ryan
Richert
Sandra
Ritter
Christopher
Roach
Dustin
Rennewanz
Martha
Roach
Lauren
Reimers
Corissa
Robey
Rebekah
Regenfuss
Amanda
Regert
Kelsey
Robinson
Charlie
Rodriguez
Kathleen
Rojek
Adrienne
Root
Kendra
Rose
Whitney
Rothney
Tanya
Robinson
Amanda
Rodriguez
Corrine
Rottmann
Katharine
Rowe
Kent
Robinson
Dan
Rundlett
Marygrace
Russo
Sarah
Rutledge
Matthew
Ryba
Beverly
Saddler
Kyle
Saffell
Shadi
Salman
Aline
Sanchez
Sarah
Santos
Zachary
Sassman
Stephanie
Sauser
Bonnie
Savage
John
Schneider
Stephanie
Scannapieco
Allison
Searle
Aubrey
Schumacher
Holly
Schumacher
Richard
Secor
Laura
Schaumburg
Emily
Schmidt
Jyssica
Schutz
Lyra
Schweiger
Zachary
Shore
Matthew
Seitz
Danielle
Seufert
Jared
Short
Joshua
Severs
Chris
Shallenberger
Charles
Sheets
Haley
Shelton
Megan
Sherman
Stephen
Sheets
Roman
Silin
Anna
Showalter
Brandon
Shrader
Jeeten
Singha
Josh
Siebert
Kristin Natalie
Siemer
Stephanie
Simpson
Amanda
Siems
144 Freshmen

Dustin
Vanderhoof
Julia
Vargo
Yvonne
Vasquez
Jonah
Vaughn
Emily
Vaught
Kristen
Victorson
Sarah
Vienne
Benjamin
Voss
Elizabeth
Voss
Jennifer
Voss
*
John
Vroman
Andrew
Wahler
Daniel
Walker
Tyler
Wallenfang
Jessica
Wanda
Sara
Wantz
P h ill ip
Warren
Thea
Warren
Linda
Wasielewski
Julie
Watson
Kristen
Watson
146 Freshmen
Eric
W ilbom
Anthony
Wild
Mallory
W ikoff
Keitha
Wickey
Jessica
W hitt
Constance
W hiteside
Paul
White
Felicia
Wimberly
Shane
W ilson
Kristen
Wilson
Christen
Wilson
Brandi
Williams
Ashley
Williams
Laura
Wilkens
Kasie
White
Anastasia
White
Houston
W heeler
Bryan
W halen
Thomas
Wewel
Christine
Wetendorf
Timothy
Weston
Luke
Wellman
Brittanie
Weimer
Matthew
Weber
Sarah
Webo
Daniel
York
Elizabeth
Yeck
Sarah
Yanchick
Robert
Workman
Patrick
Wright
Joshua
Woods
Blaine
Wright
Bnttany
Woods
Michael
Wirtes
Chelsea
Winn
Alaina
Young
Lindsay
Zavitz
Andrew
Young
Jennifer
Zelhart
1 4
Heather
Young
Erica
Ziverts
Joseph
Young
Steven
Zaborowski
Courtney
Zumwalt
Lindsey
Zurlinden
1. The Class of 2010 came together for their class photo in McHie Arena 
before participating in their first Ollies Follies skit and talent competition. 
Some even came prepared in their costumes for the show.
2. Jessica Davis and Jennifer Bouquet show that college has not changed 
their ability to be silly with these sweet faces.
3. Seth Claeys has learned the power of caffeine to the life of a college 
student and sips on an extra- large Coke.
4. David May and Raegan Taylor take a break from the Ollies Follies football 
game to capture some photos.
5. Keilyn Davenport, Jennifer Matthews and Connie Whiteside share some 
laughter.
6. Melissa Harmon, Sarah Manchester and Keitha Wickey continue with the 
theme of photos with silly faces.
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In  the late 1960s, Max Reams walked onto “My faith is not something I display
Olivet’s campus as one of the college’s newest in the classroom only; it is a privilege to live 
faculty members. Since those early days, he has who I am and teach out of the abundance and 
been highly influential to the educational pro- overflow that God gives,” he explained, 
grams and ministry of Olivet. Today, at 40 years This passion for geology and for science
of service, he has the longest tenure of any cur- shines as Reams enthusiastically prepares 
rent full-time faculty member. dedicated students for life beyond Olivet. H e'
Pursuing a fascination of the science of the is forever amazed to see students take his ge- 
Earth, and also of fossils, Dr. Reams received an ology course and mold their minds to the pos- 
undergraduate education in zoology and geol- sibilities and the power that science holds, 
ogy at the University of Kansas, where he also “God has been very good to me,” Reams
earned a master’s degree in geology. He then said. “To be part of the professional maturing 
studied at Washington University in St. Louis, process of graduates in geology is humbling; 
where he received his Ph.D. in geology. it’s great to share my enthusiasm with stu-
As a professor, Reams appreciates most dents who go from Olivet to impact the world 
what happens outside the realm of academia. for God’s kingdom.”
“Being a university professor has opened A  main part of Dr. Reams’ life is his
many doors of service,” said Reams, a profes- ministry outside the classroom. He earned a 
sor of geology and chair of the Department of master’s degree in pastoral counseling from 
Physical Sciences. Olivet in 2000. With this degree, he is able to
Primarily, he is able to reach the scientific minister through marriage retreats, premari- 
community as an influence on his students. But tal counseling and other acts of service. How- 
beyond the classroom, Reams serves the Church ever, he does not do this alone. Carol, who 
through several ministries with his wife, Carol, also received her master’s degree in pastoral 
and also works with various community organi- counseling from Olivet, remains a constant 
zations, businesses and government agencies. ministerial partner.
Reams says he is regularly challenged “to As one who followed a call to Christian
integrate faith and science in a non-trivial way” education and to influence his field as a Chris- 
as a professor. In doing so, he is able to minister tian professor, Reams is thankful for the op­
to his students by incorporating prayer, devo- portunity to serve through the classroom, the 
tionals and assignments geared toward combin- laboratory and in the Church, 
ing faith and science into his classroom.
150 Centennial Feature

152 Art and Digital M
1. These four photos are works of art 
produced by students in the Department 
of Art and Digital Media. They show­
case the immense amount of talent and 
diversity in the department.
2. Charlie Leimann works diligently on 
a drawing during class.
3. Chad Stadt works on putting some 
finishing touches on a large painting 
during some time in the painting studio 
in the basement of Larsen Fine Arts 
Center.
School: College of Arts and 
Sciences
Department Chair:
Dr.William Greiner
Number of Majors: 148
Areas of Study: Art, Art Edu­
cation, Digital Media, Drawing, 
Photography, Painting
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School: College of Arts and Sci­
ences
Department Chair:
Dr. Kent Olney
Number of Majors: 150
Areas of Study: Psychology, 
Sociology, Social Work
1. Matt Lyle, Stephen Hamilton and a fellow class­
mate hurry to take notes while in class
2. Students diligently take notes.
3. Students pay attention in class.
behavioral
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School: College of Arts and Sciences
Department Chair: Dr. Randall Johnson
Number of Majors: 150
Areas of Study: Biology, Clinical Laboratory 
Science, Geobiology, Premedicine, Environ­
mental Science, Science Education
1. Jessica Glasco and Shelly Alexander take a look at their specimen 
through the microscope.
2. Julie Monroe does her best impersonation of this preserved cat 
during a dissection in lab.
3. Annie Horstman and Kaylynn Flippo marvel at the microscopic 
world.
School: School of Professional 
Studies
Department Chair:
Dr. Glen Rewerts
Number of Majors: 297
Areas of Study: Accounting, 
Business Administration, Eco­
nomics and Finance, Interna­
tional Business, Management, 
Marketing
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1. Professor Lee Randall leads 
his Management Information 
Systems class in an interesting 
lecture that has them laughing.
2. Hollee Yates, Andrew Steiner 
and Timothy Weston try their 
best to pay attention and com­
plete their work in Computer Ap­
plications in Business.
Business 155
School: School of Professional Studies
Department Head: Dr. Jay Martinson
Number of Majors: 180
Areas of Study: Communication Studies, 
Journalism, Mass Communication
1. Matt Bowman, Josh Hoover, Caleb Floyd and Heather Thomas par­
ticipate in “The Dating Game.”
2. Professor Michelle Klavohn observes student speeches.
3. Brad Krohe serves as co-host for the student-produced “The Dating 
Game.”
4. Liz Hollenberg prepares for a taping of “The Dating Game.”
156 Communication
Department Chair:
Dr. Larry Vail 
Number of Majors: 35 
Year Department 
Started: 1989
1. Students in Introduction to Computer 
Science get a taste of what they will be 
learning over the next four years from Dr. 
Larry Vail.
2. Jayme Karenko works hard on her 
programming.
3. Dustin DeYoung, Jordan Gibson and 
Chris Sereno pay attention in their Data­
base and Information Systems class.
_  - 3
Computer Science 157
3School: School of Education
Department Chair:
Dr. Jim Upchurch
Number of Majors: 465
Areas of Study: Art, Early Child­
hood, Elementary, English, Family and 
Consumer Sciences, Math, Secondary, 
Science, Social Science, Spanish
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1. These scholarly students look over notes and discuss them 
during class.
2. Melissa Harper and Bria Wellenreiter give a presentation on 
their favorite children’s book.
3. Cara Johnson, Jordan Lyons, Corey Spjuth, Justina Hackman, 
Lauren Green and others listen attentively to a presentation by 
their fellow students.
1
158 Education
1. Seniors Andy Kizzee, 
Ryan Holcomb, Josh Ni- 
emi and Daniel Kennel 
step aside to show off 
their project.
2. Jayna Larson double­
checks her notes to make 
sure everything is right.
3. Students take notes 
from professor Mike 
Morgan.
School: School of Professional Studies
Department Chair: Dr. Ivor Newsham
Number of Majors: 47
Areas of Study: Electrical Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering
Engineering 159
School: College of Arts and 
Sciences
Department Chair:
Dr. Sue Williams
Number of Majors: 58
Areas of Study: English, 
English Education, French, 
Spanish, Spanish Education
1. Professor Andrew Gibbs ex­
plains to his College Writing class 
how to do the assignment at hand.
2. Sarah Webb and Kevin Snod­
grass work together during College 
Writing.
3. Matthew Christensen and Cory 
Koehn work on assignments in Col­
lege Writing.
160 English and Modern w w
School: School of Professional Studies 
Department Chair: Dr. Brenda Patterson 
Number of Majors: 150 
Areas of Study: Athletic Training, Exer­
cise Science, Sports Management, Health 
and Physical Education
exercise and
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1. Professor B.J. Geasa conveys the real meaning of 
exercise and sports science.
2. The students sit enthrawled by the professor’s lec­
ture.
3. Students take many notes in order to retain as 
much knowledge about exercise and sports science 
as possible.
Exercise and Sports Science 161
1. Abby Hay and Ali Streb listen intently to the lecture.
2. Ashley Downs writes her name on her paper in one of the most well- 
known Family and Consumer Sciences classes, Marriage and the Family, 
required for all students.
3. Hector Sanchez participates in class dialogue during Medical Nutri­
tion Therapy.
Department Chair: Dr. Diane Richardson
Number of Majors: 150
Areas of Study: Family and Consumer Sci­
ences (FACS), FACS Education, Child Devel­
opment, Dietetics, Fashion Merchandising, 
Housing and Environmental Design
History and Political Science 163
1. Ogden Curtis considers the wonders of political science during 
class.
2. Students in an Introduction to Political Science class take notes 
from Dr. David Van Heemst.
3. Dr. Van Heemst, also known affectionately by the students as 
“DVH,” passionately tries to convey the role of Julius Caesar to his 
class.
 \
School: College of Arts and Sciences
Department Chair: Dr. Bill Dean 
Number of Majors: 175 
Areas of Study: History, Social Sciences 
Education, Political Science, Public Policy
v_______________   L J
1. Dr. Stephen Brown uses the 
white board to give students 
some examples in class.
2. Sarah Horvath and Whitney 
Allison responsibly get their 
math work done.
3. Heather Makarewicz works 
out a problem during Statistics.
School: College of Arts and Sci­
ences
Department Chair: Dr. David 
Atkinson
Number of Majors: 25  
Areas of Study: Mathematics 
and Mathematics Teaching
w g m
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School: College of Arts 
and Sciences 
Department Chair: 
Dr. Don Reddick 
Number of Majors: 
Over 400
Areas of Study: 5
1. Several saxophonists practice together.
2. Dr. Don Reddick conducts his students 
during class.
3. Jonathan Humrichouser shows off his 
xylophone skills.
Music 165
I166 Nursing
1. These Nursing students must learn to work 
together.
2. Gloria Marshall and Michaela Lieb practice 
using the stethoscope.
3. Colleen Witte practices using a needle on a 
dummy.
School: School of Profes­
sional Studies 
Department Chair:
Dr. Bonnie Beardsley 
Number of Majors: 199 
Areas of Study: Nursing
Physical Sciences 167
c
School: College of Arts and Sciences 
Department Chair: Dr. Max Reams 
Number of Majors: 25 
Areas of Study: Chemistry (General, Bio­
chemistry, Forensic); Geology; Geological 
Engineering; Geography; Science Education 
(emphases in Chemistry or Earth and Space 
Science); Environmental Science
1. Dr. Willa Harper instructs the class through an equation.
2. Kelsi Rector takes notes during an experiment in Chemistry Lab.
3. Dave Brantner follows the instructions for mixing chemicals during Chem­
istry Lab.
School: School of Professional Studies 
Department Chair:
Dr. Houston Thompson 
Number of Majors: 190 
Areas of Study: Social Work and 
Criminal Justice
1. Professor Brian Woodworth listens as the students discuss the 
topic of the hour.
2. Billy Heller raises his hand to ask a question.
3. Laurryn Trojanowski and Matt McDaniel take notes as the pro­
fessor lectures.
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168 Social Work and Criminal Justice
School: School of Theology and Chris­
tian Ministry
Department Chair: Dr. Carl Leth 
Number of Majors: 200
Areas of Study: Pastoral Ministry,
Youth Ministry, Children’s Ministry, 
Christian Education, Missions, Intercul- 
tural Studies, Biblical Studies, Philoso­
p h y  and Religion, Religious Studies
1. Chris DeMerrill takes down notes during Theology II.
2. Becky Bard and Jonathan Nance, along with fellow students, sit 
quietly listening to a professor’s lecture.
3. Brittney Brown teaches the story of Deborah through an illusion 
during her summer internship to fulfill the requirements of the Chil­
dren’s Ministry major.
Theology and Christian Ministry 169
“My semester in Aus­
tralia was the best four 
months of my life. I met 
amazing people, saw 
beautiful places and 
had my life changed. I 
was challenged to move 
out of my comfort zone, 
process everything, gain 
independence, [and] 
question my worldview 
and the American way 
of life. I feel like I am an 
Aussie at heart.” 
-A liS treb
1. Bethany May admired many sites 
during her spring semester in Spain.
2. Pete Lustig studied in China and 
built many relationships he will never 
forget.
3. Trevor Winn and Susan Nowak 
studied at Oxford during the fall se­
mester.
4. Ali Streb (center) studied in Aus­
tralia.
5. Katie Nichols enjoyed her fall se­
mester studying in Washington D.C.
6. During her own time in D.C., Mi­
chelle Linn was able to meet Senator 
Richard Luger.
170 Study Abroad
In September, Olivet was ranked 2nd 
out of 105 Council of Christian Colleges and 
Universities schools in campus involvement 
in study-abroad programs.
Studying in Washington, D.C., was an amaz­
ing experience. I met many wonderful people 
and formed friendships that are still impor­
tant to me today. I learned many things about 
myself, my country, and my faith. I grew spiri­
tually, relationally and academically. This ex­
perienced pushed me out of my comfort zone 
and stretched me in many ways. I learned to 
integrate my faith into my work and relation­
ships on Capitol Hill. This experience changed 
me forever and anyone who is able to take ad­
vantage of a semester like this will benefit in 
many ways.” —Michelle Linn
1
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174 Centennial Feature
T h e  best of the best: that was what 
was required. It is a typical characteristic 
of the armed forces — but it also defined a 
group on Olivet’s campus that had its be­
ginnings in the 1930s: The “O” Club, com­
prised of Olivet’s finest.
The “O” Club honored students for 
their athletic accomplishments. Each per­
son was chosen by a committee of select 
“O” Club students and faculty. The cri­
teria? A  student had to earn a letter in a 
sport. Or — in the case of track and field 
— a student had to either set a record or 
earn eight points (a first- or second-place 
rating) in a single meet.
Both men and women were eligible 
for the “O” Club. The sports were divided 
into major and minor divisions, but a letter 
in any sport would qualify one for commit­
tee consideration. The two major sports 
for women were softball and basketball. 
The men competed in basketball, football 
and baseball. The minor sports included 
swimming, tennis and Ping-Pong. And, of 
course, both men and women could join 
in track and field. Only the best, however, 
earned the right to wear the prominent- 
“O” of the “O” Club.
The “O.” Yes, that 6-10-inch purple 
letter, trimmed in gold, upon a gold pull­
over or sweater. It was standard identi­
fication: every member of the “O” Club 
received the honorary letter. And, every 
year in the club, up to three years, was 
signified by a golden chevron. There were 
strict rules regarding these letters, such as 
women not being able to wear their boy­
friends’ sports sweaters, but the honor of 
representing one’s achievements and the 
pride that that letter carried
was worth even the strictest of regula­
tions.
But members of this club did not 
just sit upon the pinnacle of their accom­
plishments. Rather, they proudly upheld 
their alma mater with respectful enthu­
siasm. Two of their better-remembered 
activities were initiation and the end-of- 
year banquet.
Imagine being yanked out of bed 
at 2 a.m. and ordered to chant loud­
ly, “‘O’ Club is the best club!” over and 
over again, until you are either sick of 
the words or dying of embarrassment 
from it all. Then imagine having a pad­
dle thrust into your hand. Your mission 
is to get a signature from every current 
“O” Club member. With each signature 
comes 10 whacks — not all of them gen­
tle. You might even find yourself waking 
up after being kidnapped and dumped, 
left to find your own way back to cam­
pus. Anything went (within good taste) 
when initiation week rolled around for 
those select upperclassmen.
But the “O” Club also knew how to throw 
a party, and, after all the bruises to pride, 
a bash was just what was in order.
The “O” Club was also famous for 
another fiesta: its own end-of-year ban­
quet. Wendy Parsons, club president in 
1956, recalled fondly that it was a “big 
time for a date” and a special time to 
spend with close friends and acquain­
tances. Commemorated with a keynote 
speaker, it was an evening to remember 
the year’s accomplishments.
The “O” Club: a tradition in the 
hearts of many Olivetians and yet anoth­
er legacy at Olivet.
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As Olivet’s student body is regularly 
dedicated to a variety of extracurricular ac­
tivities, several clubs on campus have united 
to educate and act upon social justice — an 
issue that is becoming more and more prev­
alent in our world.
Social justice, for many Olivetians, is 
not about politics or economics, or the de­
bates that involve either topic. Rather, so­
cial justice is about seeking justice for all. 
Angie Beauvais, senior class president and 
member of several social justice clubs, de­
fines social justice as “simply enacting what 
the Lord calls us to do: ‘seek justice, love 
mercy, and walk humbly’” (Micah 6:8).
“Things aren’t always fair in this 
world,” Beauvais said, “but that doesn’t 
mean that innocent people have to suffer. 
God sees us all the same, so we ought to all 
be free from oppression.”
Because these clubs unite under the 
same purpose, they are part of Students 
for Social Justice (SSJ), created by seniors 
Lindsay Bailey, Beauvais, Ryan Quanstrom 
and Marcus Winn.
“We decided that SSJ would remain a 
relaxed and open forum for students and the 
community to learn,” Beauvais explained.
1. Sarah Horvath and Rachel Dawson enjoy free coffee and hot 
chocolate provided for them at the end of the World Vision AIDS 
Walk for Orphans in Chicago.
2. Megan McGrath, Melissa Harper and Andy Carretto enjoy a 
coffee break during their Fall Break road trip to Washington, D.C., 
for Ugandan Lobby Day.
3. Several students from Olivet joined this large group in Wash­
ington, D.C., over Fall Break to lobby for peace in Uganda. Olivet 
senior Keri Shay was the photographer for the event.
The club holds monthly meetings and 
shows documentaries twice a month as an 
educational tool to increase awareness in 
the Olivet community.
One of the groups under SSJ is Inter­
national Justice Mission (IJM). There are 
several dozens of students involved in this 
group; they come from several different 
backgrounds, majors and mindsets. Setting 
aside differences, the group finds one com­
mon bond: their desire to become better in­
formed about and more active in the eras­
ing of social oppression in the world. 
Olivet’s chapter of IJM is one of many chap­
ters at universities across the nation formed 
under the parent organization of the same 
name.
According to the parent IJM Web site, 
www.ijm.org, the organization originally 
began in 1997 as a human rights organiza­
tion “that rescues victims of violence, sex­
ual exploitation, slavery, and oppression.” 
Beauvais, president of Olivet’s chapter, said 
that her decision to become involved in IJM 
was inspired by Gary Haugen’s book Good 
News About Injustice. In his book, Haugen, 
the founder of IJM, describes the injustices 
that he has witnessed around the world.
“I can and must do something, and if 
I can have half the heart Haugen has for the 
oppressed, I can make a huge impact in this 
world,” Beauvais said.
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178 ASC
1. The 2006-2007 Associated Student Council gathered during ASC retreat 
in the fall to learn more about their jobs: (left to right) Aaron Payne, Danny 
Leimann, Justin Beuthin, Tim Taylor, David Wilson, Ian Cole, McCartha 
McKenzie, Brittney Brown, Rachel Martinson, John Keating, Rachel Forshee, 
Lindsey Kline, Dr. Jay Martinson, Ashley Downs, Kristi Lam, Gary Bishir, 
Ben Smidt, Kevin Sandell, Sarah Kreinbrook, Woody Webb, Angie Beauvais, 
Trenton Ivey, Kenn Knisley, Barb Hart and Kathy Steinacker.
2. ASC Administrative Assistant Lindsey Kline holds on for dear life while 
tubing during a retreat at Indian Lake.
3. Rachel Forshee, freshman class ASC representative, takes part in the an­
nual freshman initiations by yelling “I love ASC!” just before singing “I’m a 
Little Teapot” while sporting a wonderful outfit chosen for her by her fellow 
ASC members.
4. Danny Leimann, sophomore class ASC representative, listens intently 
during a meeting.
5. Members of ASC, the class councils and Social Committee enjoy a dinner 
together at Aurelio’s to kick off the year and receive some instructions from 
Vice President for Student Development Woody Webb.
6. Vice President of Publicity Trenton Ivey shows his fellow ASC members 
that he has amazing skills while catching some awesome air on the water dur­
ing the ASC retreat at Indian Lake in the fall.
7. Aurora Executive Editor Brittney Brown, Vice President of Social Affairs 
Barb Hart, Women’s Residential Life President Erin Hall, and ASC Admin­
istrative Assistant Lindsey Kline enjoy goofing around and displaying their 
“George Washington hair” during an executive council pool party.
8. ASC Student Body President Aaron Payne and Dr. John C. Bowling await 
the arrival of the rest of the council for a meeting during the ASC retreat in 
the fall.
VFaculty Sponsor: Dr. Jay Martinson 
Student Leader: Aaron Payne 
Number of Students: 22 
Year Organization Started: 1935 
Fun Fact: ASC members enjoy taking naps in 
the ASC office closet.
ASC 179
180 Class Councils
Juniors
President: Kenn Knisley 
Vice President: Rachel Green 
Secretary: Katie Sweet 
Treasurer: Chase Means 
Chaplain: Joel Heald
ASC Representatives: Ashley 
Downs and Tim Taylor 
Social Committee Members: 
Cheryl Degner, Renee Evilsizor, 
Joyce Kang, Michelle Linn, 
Amanda Mavichien and Melissa 
Morehouse 
Junior Class Representative: 
Kerry Sheehan
Seniors
President: Angie Beauvais
Vice President: Dana Scheller
Secretary: Amber Edwards
Treasurer: Chelsea McKay
Chaplain: Julia Bridges
ASC Representatives: Gary 
Bishir and Kevin Sandell
Social Committee Members: 
Jason Athialy, Seth Burkey, 
Liz Hollenberg, Lindsay Rose, 
Chris Sanders and Bekah Smidt
Sophomores
President: Justin Beuthin
Vice President: Jacklynn Spencer
Secretary: Cynthia Suparman
Treasurer: Emily Deal
Chaplain: Keith Davenport
ASC Representatives: Kristi Lam 
and Danny Leimann
Social Committee Members: 
Jesse Briles, Nadine Carole, 
Emilee Hill, Whitney Shetler and 
Alii Smith
Freshmen
President: John Keating
Vice President: Amanda Siems
Secretary: Brooke Davis
Treasurer: Rachel Phelps
Chaplain: Kent Davenport
ASC Representatives: Rachel 
Forshee and Brad Arthur
Social Committee Members: Liz 
Enfield, Jessica Harris, Rachel 
Hoover, Misti Ohrt and Brittany 
Petree
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1. The 2006-2007 MRL Council: Back Row: Patrick Cole, Brandon Ed­
wards, Sherman Farris and Harrison Agan. Middle Row: Craig Bishop, Ian 
Cole, Evan Berry, John Short and Chris Shallenberger, Front Row: Tim 
Taylor.
2. Students partake in the “chicken” aspect of a new event entitled 
“Chicken and Women.”
3. Gary Bishir is nearly hidden behind a pile of pizzas delivered as a sur­
prise to the men’s dorms.
4. Three couples took place in the MRL version of the Newlywed Game. 
There was one married couple, Kevin and Amy Sandell; an engaged 
couple, Matt Fry and Jacklynn Spencer; and one dating couple, Jake 
Crowley and Rebecca Hughes.
Sponsor: Craig Bishop 
Student Leader: Ian Cole 
Number of Students: 24 
Year Organization Started: 1952 
Fun Fact: MRL used to be called 
MRA (Men’s Residential
^Association).
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^Student Leader: Erin Hall 
Sponsor: Terry Holcomb 
Number of Students: 35 
Year Group Started: 1946
Fun Fact: Women’s Residential Life is 
responsible for coordinating a variety of 
events, including Homecoming Coronation, 
a mother-daughter brunch, a self-defense
V class, MR. ONU and late-night chats.
1. The 2006-07 Women’s Residential Life Council.
2. Women’s Residential Life (WRL) members Dana Yost 
and Stephanie Vergara enjoy each other’s company while 
helping out with Homecoming Coronation.
3. Rebecca Blomquist, Beth Lesh and Bonnie Acker get all 
dressed up for helping with coronation.
1. Social Committee Members came together to make the Ollies Follies 
Wacky Games run successfully. Back Row: Jason Athialy, Andrea Bowne, 
Alexandra Smith, Whitney Shetler, Jesse Briles, Emilee Hill and Liz Hol- 
lenberg. Front Row: Lindsay Rose, Melissa Morehouse, Cheryl Degner, 
Joyce Kang, Barb Hart, Revee Evilsizor, Bekah Smidt, Nadine Carole and 
Amanda Mavichien.
2. Senior Social Committee member Liz Hollenberg works the Candy and 
Costume Party in an interesting costume.
3. Joyce Kang, Whitney Lyons and Lindsay Rose enjoy a meal at the Ollies 
Follies picnic lunch.
V
Sponsor: Matt Odom 
Student Leader: Barb Hart 
Number of Students: 23 
Year Organization Started: 1971 
Fun Fact: Social Committee is the only 
club with class-elected members.
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VSponsor: Matt Moore 
Student Leader: Trenton Ivey 
Number of Students: 11 
Year Organization Started: 2005 
Fun Fact: The Publicity Council has a 
Web site at whatsup.olivet.edu.
1. Cartoon drawn by Chris Sanders to illustrate 
each member of the Publicity Council. Back 
Row: Gary Bishir, Brian Canaday, Chris Sand­
ers, Rowell Ocampo and April Elliot. Front Row: 
Aaron Raschka, Trenton Ivey, Alyssa Lytle, Sar­
ah Parisi, Leslie Jones and Jackie Warren.
2. Members of the Publicity Council gather dur­
ing a road trip.
Left: These posters were designed by the Publicity Council to promote campus events.
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1. Assistant editor Jayme Karenko and designers Zach Hosick 
and Abby Mallett take a break for some ice cream during a long 
night of working on pages.
2. Executive designer Alyssa Lytle works diligently on the se­
nior photo pages.
3. The Aurora staff: Back Row: John Radzimanowski, Sara 
Danner, Emilee Foxworthy, Colleen Witte, Chad Stadt, Heidi 
Gross, Zach Hosick and Karin Mick. Middle Row: Emily Poutre, 
Tiffany Vegh, Brittney Brown, Kelly Short, Rachel Straub and 
Crystal Rogers. Front Row: Alyssa Lytle, Nadine Carole and 
Lindsay Carroll. Not Pictured: Emily Benson, Julie Monroe, 
Chelsea McKay, Ashley DeArmond and Lincoln Butler.
4. Aurora staff members Chad Stadt, Kelly Short, Sara Danner, 
Tiffany Vegh, Ashley DeArmond, Lincoln Butler, Heidi Gross, 
Emily Poutre, Bri Robbins, Lindsay Carroll, Abby Mallett, Em­
ily Foxworthy, Crystal Rogers and Alyssa Lytle gathered at the 
Kankakee State Park for Aurora staff training.
Sponsor: Heather Shaner
Student Leader: Brittney Brown
Number of Students: 25
Year Organization Started: 1913
Fun Fact: The same picture frame 
has been hanging on the wall in the 
y Aurora office for three years ... empt3^
186 Aurora
Sponsor: Heather Shaner 
Student Leader: Jenny Young 
Number of Students: 9 
Year Group Started: 1940 
Fun Fact: Staff members love eating 
Disney Princess and Mickey Mouse cook­
ies on deadlines, and Dr. John C. Bowl-
Ving was once an editor!
1. GlimmerGlass editors Adam Headley, KT Johnson, Sarah Doty, 
Rachel Buller, Bethany Sackett, Hannah Witt, Jenny Young, Kevin 
Sandell and Denton Hird smile. This is obviously not a deadline 
night.
2. Second semester brought many additions to the Glimmerglass 
staff. Two of those were Jonathan Swigart and Katie Nichols.
3. Executive editor Jenny Young spent many long nights working 
hard to get the paper out on time.
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‘Being an RA has 
been the most reward­
ing experience fo r  me 
this year, and possibly 
that I ’ve ever had. . . . I  
never could have expect­
ed what God had in store 
fo r  m e....”
V —Joel Heald
1. Parrott Hall RAs Dana Mulder, 
Courtney Eanes, Amanda Shelley, Katie 
Brashaw, Lydia Kelly, Meagan Lamping 
and Cheetara Portis sport matching attire 
in one of many group photos.
2. Parrott RA Cheetara Portis and Mc­
Clain RA Fawn Buckley pause for a photo 
during RA training.
3. The 2006-2007 resident directors gath­
ered by the lake for a group photo during 
their retreat in Michigan.
4. Sarah Kirkland’s RA team, Ruth Miller, 
Amanda Essex, Melissa Hurd and Genesis 
Peterkort, are still smiling after a wacky 
watermelon game during RA training.
5. Williams Hall RD Molly Taylor and 
RA Brooklin Soulia show off their gross 
hands after a wacky game during RA 
training.
6. Grand Apartment RAs Elyse Bishop 
and Cassidy Booher were soaked and 
smiling about it during RA training.
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7. Sibling RAs Matt and Brooklin Soulia show some love during a shaving- 
cream fight at RA training.
8. University Place RA Aimee DeYoung and resident Annamary Leonard 
roast marshmallows at a UP 200 fall party.
9. Grand Apartment RAs Bethany Sackett, Jessica Hulsey, Sara Beth 
Groves and Carolyn Stipp hang out on the bridge during RA training.
10. “Team 3 for wacky games, show some spirit at RA training!”
11. Associate Dean of Student Development Tom Middendorf takes on a 
catfish during the RA retreat.
12. Nesbitt Hall RAs Brandon Davey and Jared Macari prepare to help 
their residents get settled on move-in day.
Number of Students: 71 
Year Organization Started: 1960s
Fun Fact: Six of the eight RAs in Chapman 
Hall are majors in the School of Theology 
and Christian Ministry.
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‘When I  signed up 
to be an RA, I  was excit­
ed about how I  could im­
pact the lives o f so many 
guys. But now, looking 
back, I  see how much 
my guys have impacted
mine. ”
—Kenn Knisley
I
I
190 Acting on AIDS
1. During a special chapel service, Princess Zulu, a representative from 
World Vision, came to speak to the student body about Acting on AIDS.
2. These prayer cards for children affected by AIDS were avail­
able to students during the “Lives on the Line” awareness event.
3. Acting on AIDS gathers for a group picture during one of its Mon­
day evening meetings.
4. Acting on AIDS leader Emilee Foxworthy and co-leader Stefphan 
Gambill address the student body during the Acting on AIDS chapel.
Faculty Sponsor: Cathy Anstrom
Student Leader: Emilee Foxworthy
Number of Students: 20
Year Organization Started: 2006
Fun Fact: Acting on AIDS has extended 
to more than 40 college campuses across 
^ t h e  United States. ^
What is AIDS?
HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) is a viral infection 
that attacks the body’s immune system so that it cannot fight 
off infection. Symptoms may take 10 years before appearing 
and, by then, AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) 
has already begun to deteriorate the body and infected per­
sons pose a higher risk of unknowingly spreading the disease.
How many people are affected worldwide?
People living with HIV and AIDS 40.3 million 
Total HIV cases to date 64.3 million
Total AIDS deaths to date 23.1 million
What region is the most affected?
Sub-Saharan Africa
Adults and children living with HIV
Women living with HIV
Adults and children newly infected with HIV
Adult and child deaths due to AIDS
25.8 million 
13.5 million 
3.2 million 
2.4 million
1. In the fall, Acting on Aids coordinated an event called “Lives on the Line,” in which students 
were given the opportunity to choose a card representing a child with AIDS as a commitment to 
pray for that child on a daily basis.
2. This small girl is growing up in the country of Malawi, one of the countries most heavily affected 
by AIDS.
3. Every child in this photo is an orphan, mostly due to the AIDS pandemic and its effects on the 
country of Malawi.
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1. American Society of Me­
chanical Engineers (ASME) 
officers Danielle McClen­
don, Rebecca Ibrahim, Katie 
Sweet and Ryan Holcomb.
2. These officers represent 30 
members of Olivet’s ASME 
student section.
 >
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Joseph
Schroeder
Student Leader: Rebecca Ibrahim 
Number of Students: 30 
Year Group Started: 1995 
Fun Fact: Only 12 out of the 405 
ASME student sections across the 
V country are at Christian schools.
Engineers192 American Society of Mechanical
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Faculty Sponsor: 
Dr. Greg Long 
Student Leader:
Julie Monroe 
Number of Students:
45
Year Group Started:
2004
Fun Fact: Any student 
at Olivet that enjoys bi­
ology is welcome to join 
the club.
Biophilic, pictured (from left to right): 
Front Row: Pete Smidt, Tia Dorn and Am­
ber Moore.
Second Row: Peter Miller, Julie Monroe, 
Cheri Hoffmann, Joey Minnicino and 
Morgan Manogue.
Third Row: Chris Outler, Briana Smith, 
Meagan Hainlen and Levi Barse.
Fourth Row: David Wilson, Jeremy Keller, 
Emily Waltrip and Stephen Hamilton. 
Fifth Row: Barb Hart and Rachel Small. 
Back Row: Annie Horstman, Hannah 
Ficker and Melissa Hurd.
1. Marcus W inn, Wes McKain, Ryan Quanstrom  and Jo r­
dan Simpson represented the Green Party at the Capitol 
Hill Gang’s annual fall debate.
2 . John  Reed represented the Republican Party along 
with Audra W erntz and Dr. M ark Quanstrom  during the 
fall debate.
3- Jeff Cullins served along with Angie Beauvais as this 
year’s m oderators of the fall debate.
^Faculty Sponsor: Dr. David Van ^  
Heemst
Student Leader: Natalie Trisilla
Number of Students: 15
Year Organization Started: 1994
Fun Fact: During election years, Capi­
tol Hill Gang often hosts local political 
personalities, such as state representa­
t iv e s  and congressional liaisons. ^
/ fFaculty Sponsor: Dr. Cathy 
Bareiss
Student Leader: Chris Sereno 
Number of Students: 47 
Year Organization Started:
1987
Fun Fact: Computer Club has gone 
on MIA trips in 2003 and 2005, with 
plans to go again in 2007.
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1. Dr. Cathy Bareiss leads the Computer Science Club 
in a random game during the Christmas party, while 
Dr. Larry Vail looks on with excitment.
2. Chris Sereno leads one of the many student semi­
nars that occur throughout the year.
3. Computer Club members take a breather after en­
joying pizza and pop at the club Christmas party.
4. Students, eager to learn, watch a student led semi­
nar.
I
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1. Bet you didn’t know Diakonia could get Santa and his elves to 
appear at the annual Christmas party! William Handford, Melissa 
Morehouse and Chad Houseman get into the Christmas spirit.
2. Melissa Stooksbury, Melissa Morehouse and Fawn Buckley 
enjoy the Christmas party together.
3. Members of Diakonia (from left to right): professor Jan Hock- 
ensmith (sponsor), Elizabeth Watson, Lindsey Rose, Fawn Buck­
ley (vice president), Caritina Almanza (treasurer), Stephanie Me- 
nold (National Association of Social Work representative) and 
Megan McGrath (president).
Faculty Sponsors: Professors Jan 
Hockensmith and Houston Thompson 
Student Leader: Megan McGrath 
Number of Students: 15 
Year Group Started: 1993 
Fun Fact: Diakonia members trick-or- 
treat for necessities and personal hygiene 
yitem s to give to social service agencies.
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Ivor 
Newsham
Student Leader: Michael 
Baron
Number of Students: 13 
Year Group Started: 1991 
Fun Fact: Baja is a spon­
sored competition that al­
lows student teams to design, 
build, test and then race an 
off-road vehicle. This was 
Olivet’s fifth year participat- 
Ving in the event.
1. A driver races in the Baja.
2. Matt Hays (left), a senior design member, 
and Michael Baron (right) help Daniel Stiff 
(middle) prepare to drive the Baja.
3. Proudly posing with their Baja are Dr. Ivor 
Newsham, Michael Baron, Mike Smith, Matt 
Hays, Matt Lyle, Kevin Wakefield, Julian Oso­
rio, Robert Bledsaw, Daniel Stiff, Garrett Man- 
tor, Jayna Larson, Ben Hobbs, Nick Berdebes
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1. Abby Smith enjoys a laugh in the bam with 
one of the horses on an Equestrian Club riding 
day.
2. Jamie Tubbs and Rachel Butler pause during 
some down time in the bam — while unknow­
ingly reminding us that there is no jumping 
without a helmet.
3. Jamie Tubbs and Kristen Memenga prepare 
for a lesson.
4. Kristen Memenga poses proudly next to her 
favorite horse.
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Faculty Sponsor: Professor Jerry 
Cohagan
Student Leader: Hahnah Jackson 
Number of Students: 90 
Year Group Started: 1993 
Fun Fact: Green Room annually do­
nates 10 percent of its gross income to 
Olivet’s Theatre program to help fund a 
theatre scholarship.
Green Room Activities: Spoons for 
Forks, Broadway Revue, the student- 
directed spring play, 24-Hour Theatre 
and a Chicago theatre trip
Green Room members (from left to right), front row: Luke 
Frame; second row: Kristi Lam, Keitha Wickey, Laura DeMe- 
rell, Sarah Henning and Bethany English; third row: Chelsea 
McKay, Jenna Dickey, Amy Kistner, Kristen Erdahl, Katie 
Leimann, Rebecca Hughes, Amy Scheve and Hahnah Jack­
son; and back row: Brian Welter, Stephen Crisp, Katherine 
Ufkin, Elisabeth May and Matt McMahan.
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Members of IJM are pictured (left to 
right), back row: Lindsey Bailey, Sarah 
McDevitt, Rachel Forshee, Samantha 
Moor, Angie Beauvais, Susan Fleming 
and Amy Grubbs; middle row: Corrisa 
Robey, Lindsay Rose and John Wright; 
and front row: Chad Houseman.
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. David Van Heemst 
Student Leader: Angie Beauvais 
Number of Students: 40 
Year Group Started: 2003
Fun Fact: The International Justice Mission is a human rights 
organization that rescues victims of violence, sexual exploita­
tion, slavery and oppression. The group promotes awareness 
about human trafficking, presented an optional chapel about 
poverty, hosted a screening of “Born Into Brothels” and holds 
an annual “Party for Kids” benefit.
200 International Justice Mission
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Sarah Spruce 
Student Leader: Jessica Tuttle 
Number of Students: 55 
Year Group Started: 1973 
Fun Fact: In the fall, Kappa Delta Pi 
hosted a principal panel for Education 
majors to learn about interviewing tips
V" from area principals.
1. The 2006-07 members of Kappa Delta Pi.
2. The Kappa Delta Pi council includes (left to right), back row: Dr. 
Sarah Spruce, Lee Chamberlain, Karlynn Hoisington, Alisa Chris­
tensen, Rachel Helmker and Jessica Tuttle, and front row: Heather 
Cooper, Kristin Stocking, Amber Edwards, Briana Kassebaum, 
Mollie Tippit and Christina Lopez.
3. Kappa Delta Pi council members Lee Chamberlain, Briana 
Kassebaum, Kristin Stocking, Jessica Tuttle, Alisa Christensen, 
Heather Cooper and Amber Edwards show off their new books at a 
conference to let the world know they teach.
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Kappa Omicron Nu members (from left to right), front row: Emily Carlson and Laura Wheat; middle row: Jen Rhoads and 
Carmin Green; and back row: Meredith Tibbe and Kristin Barlow.
Faculty Sponsor: Professor Cathy Anstrom 
Student Leader: Kristin Barlow 
Number of Students: 24 
Year Group Started: 1983
Fun Fact: Kappa Omicron Nu, the Family and Consumer Sci­
ences honor society, is involved in Carson Pirie Scott’s Com­
munity Day each fall. The mission of Kappa Omicron Nu is 
to empower leaders through scholarship, research and leader­
ship. This mission enables the organization to prepare schol­
ars and researchers for the 21st century.
kaima omicron nu-
202 Kappa Omicron Nu
math club i
Faculty Sponsor:
Dr. Dale Hathaway 
Student Leader:
Jill Niemi
Number of Students: 12 
Year Group Started:
2006
Fun Fact: Meetings always 
feature free food.V
1. The Math Club gets together to take a silly group pic­
ture. Pictured (left to right), back row: Joe Makarewicz, 
Dr. Dale Hathaway and Tim Bentley; middle row: Justin 
Bronson, Brittany Booton, Betsy Kurtz, Amy Meyer and 
Kristin Barlow; and front row: Heather Makarewicz, Son- 
dra Lynn, Lauren Kehl, Bethany Rollett, Jill Niemi and 
Rachel Baranowski.
2. Club officers (left to right), back row: Brittany Booton, 
Jill Niemi and Lauren Kehl, and front row: Dr. Dale Ha­
thaway, Heather Makarewicz, Rachel Baranowski and Joe 
Makarewicz.
3. Justin Bronson, Jill Niemi, Kristin Barlow, Rachel Ba­
ranowski, Heather Makarewicz and Sondra Lynn make 
origami for the math display case.
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Student Leader: Danielle Campbell 
Number of Students: 58 
Year Group Started: 2001 
Fun Fact: MERC strives to teach stu 
dents more about diversity and push­
ing stereotypes aside in order to get t(
.k n o w  people for who they really are.
mere
1. Constance Whitside, Jasper Taylor and Jennifer Matthews entertain in the 
coffee shop.
2. Ashlee Folsom, Amanda Daughtry, Keilyn Davenport, Eric Cohen, Tiffany 
Atkinson, Nobuhle Mamba, Nikita Ringo, Bella Kaburu and Jessica McNeal 
take a break during a performance in Common Grounds.
3. Bella Kaburu models for the Multiethnic Relations Club fashion show that 
showcased attire from around the world.
4. Several of the ladies of MERC performed a dance routine during the 
group’s coffee shop event.
^Student Leader: Rebecca Schnurr
Number of Students: 25
Year Group Started: 2003
Fun Fact: The Greek Mu Kappa means 
missionary kids, but the group has grown 
to include anyone who has spent a signifi­
cant portion of their childhood in a differ- 
V ent country.
1. The members of Mu Kappa enjoy a beautiful 
day with a picnic at the Kankakee State Park.
2. Members of Mu Kappa show how much they 
care for each other.
3. Bella Kaburu and Tiffany Atkinson enjoy 
lounging with Mu Kappa friends.
4. Members of Mu Kappa come together to share 
some laughs and a wonderful time together.
I
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Faculty Sponsors: Susan Day and 
Patty Nielsen
Student Leader: Hillary Boyce
Number of Students: 25
Year Group Started: 1999
Fun Fact: Comfort is a key factor in 
group members’ wardrobes.
1. These Nursing majors are all dressed up for Fall Fest 2006.
2. The members of Nursing Students in Action (NSA) have a sweet 
time (literally) at Fall Fest 2006.
3. NSA members gather for a fun time at Fall Fest 2006.
4. Seniors from NSA gather on the stairs for a photo at their Christ­
mas party.
206 Nursing Students in Action
olivet geological
society
Alyse Frank and Tim Eddy swing alongon the tire swing at Kankakee 
Itate Park on a camping trip.
Jayme Karenko and Susan Leib try to get a piece of the crystal for 
lemselves.
>. The Geological Society gets down and dirty with geological equip- 
lent —  a.k.a. shovels, hammers and rocks.
. This group loves each other almost as much as nature and the out- 
oors.
Faculty Sponsor: Max Reams 
Student Leader: Alyse Frank 
Number of Students: 20
Fun Fact: The group’s main activities in­
clude a camping trip in the spring, movie 
nights in the planetarium, hiking, pizza 
parties and game nights.
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208 Pro-Life Olivetians
Pro-Life Olivetian members: Jesse Briles, Alissa Woods and Elena Norman.
Sponsor: Beth Olney
Student Leader: Melissa Hurd
Number of Students: 101
Fun Fact: The baby bottle fund­
raiser for the Crisis Pregnancy
Center raised over $1,100.
^Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Lisa Gassin
Student Leader: Jenna Yoder
Number of Students: 18
Year Group Started: 1998
Fun Fact: For this year’s club T-shirt fea­
tured the slogan “So tell me about your 
mother. ...” Last year’s T-shirt said, “No,
V l ’m not analyzing you ... or am I?”
1. Angie Morgan and Bekah Andrews show off the 
Christmas cookies they made at a club Christmas 
party.
2. Christine Ryan and Megan Smalley make Christ­
mas ornaments.
3. Dr. Gary Koch talks about the American Counsel­
ing Association during the Christmas party.
4. The Psychology Club.
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Faculty Sponsors: Major Jason Creek 
Number of Students: 50 
Year Group Started: Late 1970s
Fun Fact: The Rolling Thunder Battalion has been ranked the top pro­
gram in the nation for the last two years.
ROTC belongs to the Department of Military Science
' c T ^
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1. Heidi Curtis and Ryan Miller hold the 
flag for the Veterans Day ceremony.
2. Joel Gudas is caught in action as he 
shoots with precision at the rifle range.
3. Colby Bowser, Matthew Boersema 
and Ryan Bivins strike a pose with their 
weapons.
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sea
Elizabeth Bernhardt narrates an exciting children’s sto­
ry to eager students, just one of many activites that SEA 
members are a part of.
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Dale Oswalt
Student Leader: Stephanie Rogers
Number of Students: 10
Fun Fact: The Student Education Association 
(SEA) is proud to represent the largest major 
on campus.
212 Student Education Association
Faculty Sponsor:
Lynda Allen
Student Leader:
Ben Smidt
Number of Students:
37
Fun Fact: The primary 
purpose of Students in 
Free Enterprise (SIFE) 
is to give college stu­
dents the opportunity to 
reach out into their own 
communities by teach­
ing the business skills 
they have learned in the 
classroom.
1. Members of Students in Free 
Enterprise (SIFE).
2. Ben Smidt teaches the concept 
of budgeting through the SIFE Life 
game to fourth-graders.
3. SIFE host John Zeglis, the for­
mer CEO of AT&T, speaks at a 
SIFE seminar.
4. Neil Bellomy and Stephanie 
Swenson help fourth-graders with 
SIFE Life.
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214 Spoons for Forks
Number of Students: 9 
Year Group Started: 2001 
Fun Facts: 1. The true meaning of the 
group’s name has been lost in mystery and 
lore, never to be recovered again. So stop 
asking.
V2. The troupe verse is Exodus 21:32.
1. Matt Lyle, Blake Gardner and Brad Krohe perform one of many 
hilarious improv skits.
2. Matt McMahan gets into his announcing during a sketch and intro­
duces physical comedy into the mix.
3. Tristan Riddell shows his awesome dance moves during one of the 
night’s comedy sketches.
4. The Spoons for Forks cast comes together to get the crowd rolling. 
Pictured (from left to right) are, back row, Cathy Haynes, Brad Krohe 
and Matt Lyle, and front row, Tyler Mowry, Matt McMahan, Scott 
Karalis, Tristan Riddell, Blake Gardner and Matt Stone.
student-dietet-ics
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Number of Students:
15
Year Group Started:
2006
Fun Fact: Members 
would like everyone to 
know that being Dietetics 
majors doesn’t mean they 
eat like birds.v:
1. Meredith Tibbe and Emily Carlson are 
cooking something good and nutritional.
2. Carmin Green and Kristin Barlow show 
off their homemade healthy food.
3. Merry Christmas! And don’t neglect 
healthy eating! Love, the Dietetics majors.
4. Smile if you love Dietetics!
5. These Dietetics majors love each other 
like family.
216 Student Unit of Family and
Faculty Sponsor:
Dr. Diane Richardson
Student Leader:
Jaielynn Kirby
Number of Students: 62
Fun Fact: The organization 
sponsors an annual fashion 
show as well as Sequels Clothes 
for Cash, which gives students 
cash for their clothing.
v :
1. Student Unit of Familly and Consumer Sciences 
(SUFACS) officers at the annual Christmas party 
(from left to right), back row: Dr. Diane Richard­
son (sponsor), Jaielynn Kirby, Michelle Sims, Ga- 
brielle Greeley and Christie Moreland, and front 
row: Lindsey Sherman, Laura Martz and Michelle 
Bateman.
2. Laura Martz chills with the kids from the 
YWCA’s babysitting program.
3. Gabrielle Greeley and Sarah Gute show off the 
ornaments they made for Judy Bergman, a fire vic­
tim, at the SUFACS’s annual Christmas party.
Olivet Nazarene University features more than 50 clubs and organizations
Acting on AIDS 
Alcance
American Marketing Association
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
As You Wish
Astronomy Club
Aurora
Best Buddies
Biophilic (Biology Club)
Brass Consort
Brass Quintet
Capitol Hill Gang
Chrysalis
Computer Club
Concert Band
Concert Singers
Diakonia (Social Work Club)
Disciplers 
Engineering Club 
Equestrian Club 
Evangels
Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA)
Flute Choir
GlimmerGlass
Green Room (Theatre Club)
Handbell Choir 
Holy Hands of Praise 
International Justice Mission (IJM)
Jazz Band
Kappa Delta Pi (National Education Honor Society) 
Kappa Omicron Nu (Family and Consumer Sci­
ences Honor Society)
Kappa Sigma Theta Tau (Nursing Honor Society)
Lambda Pi Eta (Communication Honor Society)
LifeSong
Marching Band
MERC (Multiethnic Relations Club)
Mission Possible 
Mission Support 
Men’s Residential Life (MRL)
Mu Kappa
Nursing Students Association (NSA)
Olivet Geological Society (OGS)
Omega
Orpheus Choir
Party With Jesus
Phi Alpha Theta (History Club)
Prayer Warriors 
Proclamation Gospel Choir 
Pro-Life Olivetians 
Psi Chi (Psychology Club)
Student Education Association (SEA)
Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE)
Sigma Tau Delta (English Honor Society)
Save Our Streets(SOS)
String Quartet 
Student Senate 
Student Tribunal
Student Unit of Family and Consumer Sciences
Testament
The Academy
The Seventh Reel (Film Club)
University Orchestra 
Urban Children’s Ministries 
Woodwind Quintet 
Women’s Residential Life (WRL)
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218 Music Groups
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Faculty Sponsor:
Dr. Don Reddick
Student Leaders: Katie Zurcher, 
Elisabeth May and Stephen Hol- 
lenberg
Number of Students 
Involved: 10
Year the group began: 2004 
Fun Fact: This is a student-led a 
cappella singing group.
. Members of As You Wish are one big happy family 
'rom left to right): Jennifer Justice, Elisabeth May, Whit- 
ey Lyons, Katie Zurcher, Katie Mansfield, Jordan Thomp- 
on, Alyssa Reeves, Jason Athialy, Stephen Hollenberg, and 
iarren Davis.
These girls provide a sweet harmony that gives As You 
Vish its signature sound.
. The men of As You Wish counter the girls with the 
roovy rythym and bass lines.
The members of As You Wish show their crazy sense of 
umor during a performance at RJ’s Ice Cream in Manteno.
As You Wish 219
-c orrsont
 ^ Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Neal Woodruff
Student Leader: Shauntia Mettlin
Number of Students: 15
Year Group Started: 2005
Fun Fact: The group’s favorite piece is Ha- 
zell’s “Another Cat: Kraken,” about a benevo-
V lent female cat.^ ^
1. Reuben Lillie makes his tuba sing.
2. Shauntia Mettlin, Amy Loeffler, Ben Camp, Eric 
Barkman, Brittany Harris, Ben Kay, Samantha Mull, 
Holly Huff and Reuben Lillie make up this crazy group 
called Brass Consort.
3. Brittany Harris and Shauntia Mettlin show off their 
favorite piece.
4. Eric Barkman and Amy Loeffler passionately play 
their part in the music.
1. Laura Kehoe shows us her sweet 
French horn skills.
2. Matthew Christensen and Shaun 
Heitzman focus intently during a practice 
session with their fellow quintet members.
3. The members of the Brass Quintet take 
a break from playing: (left to right) Ryan 
Herr (second trumpet), Lauren Kehoe 
(French horn), Ben Camp (Tuba), Mat­
thew Christensen (trombone) and Shaun 
Heitzman (first trumpet).
4. Ben Camp focuses on a piece of music 
during quintet practice.
Student Leaders: Shaun Heitzman and 
Laura Kehoe
Number of Students: 5 
Year Organization Started: 2003 
Fun Fact: Playing in a quintet is tough, 
because you have to learn to trust the other
^players.
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Faculty Sponsor:
Professor Martha Dalton 
Student Leader:
Becky Bard
Number of Students:
43
Year Group Started:
1999
Fun Facts:
1. Chrysalis members 
are known for wearing 
pearls.
2. The group’s symbol is 
a butterfly and its theme 
verse is Philippians 1:6.
r1. The women of Chrysalis know how to get a little crazy now and 
then.
2. Becky Bard prepares to pass out the traditional pearls Chrysalis 
members wear for every performance.
3. These girls enjoy the sun and sand on Lake Michigan during their 
choir tour.
4. The ladies of Chrysalis are among the classiest.
5. Chrysalis, on the group’s fall tour in Michigan.
6. Laura Green and Brittany Denhart enjoy the gentle waves of Lake 
Michigan and each other’s company on the choir’s November tour.
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1. Yep, two trumpets. Steven Williams 
shows off one of his many trumpet-play­
ing talents in his “solo trumpet duet.”
2. The Concert Band gets ready to practice 
some foot-tappin’ music.
3. Kristen Erdahl’s and Emily Carlson’s 
fingers whiz up and down the keys of their 
clarinets with apparent ease.
4. The Concert Band wows the crowd 
with marching skills as it plays “Copeland 
Opener” in Band Winter Showcase.
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Neal McMullian 
Student Leader: Emily Carlson 
Number of Students: 55 
Year Group Started: 1954 
Fun Fact: Every winter, Concert Band 
holds the Band Winter Showcase, a stu- 
^dent produced variety show.
rFaculty Sponsor:
Dr. Neal Woodruff 
Number of Students:
15
Year Group Started:
2000
Fun Fact: Every year, 
Dr. W oodruffs holds the 
pumpkin-carving party 
at his house.
1. The members of Concert Singers 
practice around Tim Kelley at the pi­
ano.
2. Dr. Neal Woodruff and his wonder­
ful tenor voice soars over the singers’ 
voices.
3 .The members of Concert Singers 
seem like one happy family gathered 
around the Christmas tree.
..............
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1. Laura Kehoe stately rings her handbells in time with the mu­
sic during rehearsal.
2. Matt Gerhard watches his music attentively during rehearsal 
for his cue to come in and join his fellow Handbell Choir mem­
bers.
3. Choir members wait their turn and sound the bell.
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Neal Woodruff 
Student Leader: Matt Gerhard 
Number of Students: 25 
Year Group Started: 1999 
Fun Fact: The choir traveled to Ar­
gentina last summer and is planning to 
go to Romania.
226 Handbell Choir
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Don Reddick 
Number of Students: 25 
Year Group Started: 1986 
Fun Fact: The Jazz Band is featured 
on an ONU Presents CD entitled Gos- 
With Swing.\ p e l
1. These Jazz Band boys get the band moving with their rhythm and bass.
2. The saxes provide a groovy melody, while the trombones take a walk 
down the bass line during practice
3. Looking sophisticated in their clothing, the members of the Jazz Band 
really know the meaning of swing.
Jazz Band 227
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Neal McMullian 
Student Leader: Emily Carlson 
Number of Students: 73 
Year Group Started: 2004 
Fun Fact: During the football games, the 
marching band performs the “rollercoaster” 
in the stands — usually led by a brass player
'band1
228 Marching Band
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. The Tiger Marching Band skillfully forms the letters “ONU” before playing “To God Be the Glory.” 
'. The famed ONU drumline warms up before pregame.
’. Steven Williams leads the band in an exciting rollercoaster ride.
. Jayme Karenko and Karen Gorski enjoy each other’s company at the McKendree College game.
I. The band is ecstatic and involved in the game.
a c l - e n c e  and ph 
o — c e a n s  wi de
more w i th
your spir— i
y o u r
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f hi to alma mater, ..
jae
In  February 1935, Byron Carmony Besides his leadership as the 1939 An-,,
stepped onto Olivet’s campus as a new stu- rora editor, and also as a student, Carmon, .jj-, >, , f ;r —
dent. During his years at Olivet, Carmon\ be- contribution as the composer of the alma
came heavily involved in the Department of mater stands tall in Olivet’s history. Today,
Music; part.cipating in a school quartet, and it is sung in chapel services, at Homeco
earning a diploma in Music Theory in 1941. ing events, at ath letic competitions, and dur-
But Carmony’s love for music wasn’t ing various other official Olivet activities. As
limited to the textbook or the one quartet. Obvet’s song, the alma mater “reflects t
laving previously written a hymn at age 13, mission of Olivet and communicates the ex-
Carmony was able to further his passion and perience alumni had while students here,”
develop .his musical talents as a song writer, said David Caudle, Olivet’s director of alumS
Carmon) -s songs included “Books’ and Back ni relations.
Again in Olivet.” For Caudle, the alma mater is not just
It was through Olivet’s Department of Olivet’s chosen song; it also is a personal te|
Music that Carmony experienced the various timony.
genres of music, thus developing a love for “Singing it is almost always an emo-
ihe woi-d of classical music in particular. tional experience for me, as I recall the in=:
“Before Olivet, my musih appreciation credible blessing from the Lord it is to be ai
was limited to gospel songs,” he mentions in Olivetian,” he explained. “I am also remin^-Gi-^*1 
-The Olivet Story, a book by Dr. Leslie Parrott, ed of the challenge of living up to the won'
former Olivet president. “I have very limited T il love the Christ you gave first part.’”
appreciation for the old hymns. Popular mu- Carmony passed away earlier this year,
f  s^ic was spiritually suspect, and classical was on Jan. 24, 2007. He left his mark of inflq^
simply not a part of my world. The first songs ence and leadership at Olivet. In the won
c I heard at Olivet were ‘Hands Across the Ta- of Dr. John C. Bowling, ol(C.
and ‘Stars Fell on Alabama.’ 1 learned ‘‘Tow erng above his many contrib
popular music was legitimate.” tions to the University, his most loved gift
This musical influence, as well as his Olivet is its alma mater,” said Dr. John Bowl-
• • • ** • _ flonj
gift for hymn-writing, highlighted Carmony’s mg. Olivet’s president. ‘ Tis words and mu- 
passion and leadership as a student at Oliv- sic are now a part of every significant Olivet 
et. In 1938, Olivet’s graduating class asked gathering.”
Carmony to write a song for a special occa­
sion. The resulting composition was the song 
“Alma Mater Olivet” and was later declared 
Olivet’s official alma mater.
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232 Orpheus Choir
Faculty Sponsor: Jeff Bell 
Student Leader: Jake Chas­
tain
Number of Students: 70 
Year Group Started: 1932 
Fun Fact: On the last tour of 
every year, the men of Orpheus 
find outrageous ways to ask the 
girls to Orpheus banquet.
1. The 2006-2007 Orpheus Choir.
2. McCartha McKenzie, Jeremy 
Bixler, Jerrod Covert, Sam Griggs 
and Micael Mclntire crack up the 
crowd as they sing a boy-band 
spoof, “Title of the Song.”
3. Aaron Grise, Rachel Bernhardt, 
Shalena Drake, Jerrod Covert and 
Andrea Board sing about the fun 
memories of grandma’s feather bed 
in the Orpheus Variety Show.
rK
Number of Students: 4 
Year Group Started: 2006 
Fun Fact: Group members play not only for 
the University, but also for weddings, concerts 
and special events.
1. Priscilla Ramos’, Kristen Erdahl’s and Joyce Kang’s fingers 
fly as they intensely play their violins.
2. String Quartet members Priscilla Ramos, Kristen Erdahl, 
Joyce Kang and Susan Leib.
strm'g'quarret
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1. Members of Testament (from left to right), row 1: Dr. Neal Wood­
ruff, Jimmi Frausto, Trevor Dace, Jeff Anglin, Travis Jackson, Michael 
Flowers and Matty Gerhard; row 2: Jamie Hsu, Reeve Hutcheson, Matt 
Seitz, Brian Gladden and Randall Knowles; row 3: Stephen Wolfe, Joe 
Greentree, Jason Calvelage, Matt White, Aaron Feigen, John Mulick and 
Michael Flick; row 4: Stephen Crisp, Eric Herendeen, Jordan Simpson, 
Seth Claeys, Drew DeYoung and Luke Mingus.
2. Flashing excited smiles just before a concert, (from left to right) Reeve 
Hutcheson, Matt Seitz, Jamie Hsu, Matt White and Stephen Wolfe.
3. Lee Chamberlain and Stephen Crisp stop for a debonair pose before 
heading on stage.
f ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Neal Woodruff
Number of Students: 30
Year Group Started: 1999
Fun Fact: Testament is set to tour Ro- 
. mania this summer.
m r2m w
/ rFaculty Sponsor: Dr. Neal Woodruff 
Student Leader: Brandon Baumann 
Number of Students: 48 
Year Group Started: 1947 
Fun Fact: Every year, the orchestra picks a 
theme; this year is “Music and Literature.”
1. The horn section melody plays sweetly over 
the rest of the orchestra.
2. Dr. Neal Woodruff fervently conducts 
the orchestral accompanyment to the clas­
sic Christmas story “ ’Twas the Night Before 
Christmas.”
University Orchestra 235
FT
1. Wind Quintet members (from left to right): Laura Kehoe, french 
horn; Rachel Medley, bassoon; April Becker, oboe; Emily Carlson, 
clarinet; and Brandon Baumann, flute.
2. Brandon Baumann and April Becker jam together — classical 
style.
3. Laura Kehoe dominates on her french horn (of amazingness).
4. Rachel Medley plays a sweet serenade.
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Neal Woodruff 
Student Leader: Laura Kehoe 
Number of Students: 5 
Year Group Started: 2004 
Fun Fact: Out of five members, only 
one is not a Music major.
236 Wind Quintet
A
Number of Students: 7 
Year Group Started: 2005 
Fun Fact: Each group member has a secret 
identity: Josh is a bear; Tyler is a pirate;
Tim is a wooly mammoth; Kara is a bird; 
Jordan is a grandpa; Jake is small; and Joe 
is actually John Mayer.
1. Who’s a Tiger? That’s right. The members of Before Tomorrow 
are Tigers.
2. Before Tomorrow: (left to right): Timothy Eddy, Jake Smith, Jor­
dan Bumgarner, Kara Burkey, Joe Mullikin, Joshua Koch and Tyler 
Hull.
3. Before Tomorrow cannot seem to get out of Tiger mode.
4. Members of Before Tomorrow offer happy smiles and normal
m n Wi
Before Tomorrow 237
poses.
238 The Olivetians
Number of Students: 6 
Year Group Started: 1950 
Fun Fact: Dr. John C. Bowling him­
self was once in The Olivetians.
1. The Olivetians (from left to right): Matthew Gerhard, Chel­
sea McKay, Jacob Chastain, Sam Griggs, Jessica Moulding 
and Jerrod Covert.
2. These girls don’t mess around when it comes to singing ... 
or picking out these sweet outfits.
3. These Olivetians could probably sing “I Wish I Were an 
Oscar Mayer ... ” in three-part harmony.
4. The Olivetians, minus Jessica, gather after a performance of 
the Messiah in which they were all involved.
1. Rockin’ out while praising God! Zion’s Wake worships on 
the lawn of Kankakee First Church of the Nazarene.
2. Yes! That IS a bus full of balloons next to Anthony Kup- 
chek, but who’s going to drive it?!
3. Members of Zion’s Wake pose for a photo worthy of Hol­
lywood.
4. Zion’s Wake (from left to right): Jeremy Keller, Megan 
Reed, Matt Lyle, Danny Quanstrom, Anthony Kupchek, Eliza­
beth Graper and Dave Mohr.
Number of Students: 7 
Year Group Started: 2006 
Fun Fact: Group members love IHOP 
in the middle of the night and enjoy 
anything possible.lclimbing
Zion’s Wake 239
240 Sports I ­
  -

It didn’t mean, however, that Olivet 
students were not involved in athletic events. 
Sports is a thread of Olivet’s history, as stu­
dents have always found a way to compete 
among themselves. In 1915, when Olivet was 
still located in Olivet, 111., the preferred sports 
were kickball and croquet. Then, in 1931, 
the intramural competition was heightened 
with the formation of three athletic societies. 
Each society created a team for competition 
against the other societies. These societies 
had team names: the Spartans, the Indians 
and the Trojans, who battled each other for 
almost 30 years. Soon, more sports were 
added. On the campus in Bourbonnais, Bas­
ketball games were played in Birchard Gym­
nasium, which was more commonly called 
“The Pit.”
Football games were also added to the
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Sports at Olivet is more than a pas­
time; for some, sports is a way of life. During 
the fall semester, the highlight of the week for 
most students is the journey to Ward Field to 
watch the crushing of pads and the smashing 
of helmets on a brisk Saturday evening. In 
November, fans pack McHie Arena for the 
basketball season openers. Watching fellow 
classmates suit up and face some of the fin­
est athletes in the Midwest can be quite the 
rush. But it hasn’t always been a tradition. 
In Olivet’s history, intercollegiate athletics is 
more of a recent development.
Prior to 1966, Olivet’s administra­
tion believed intercollegiate competition to 
be a worldly endeavor. In attempts to keep 
the institution beyond reproach, Olivet ab­
stained from engaging with other schools 
on the battlefield of college athletics.
competition and were played on a field which 
A/as located where Benner Library is now 
standing.
I As an unofficial participant in intercolle­giate sports, Olivet began played sister school 
Bethany Nazarene College in a series of games
1 carefully approved by the administration and organizedby student Cecil Crawford. The team idopted purple and gold as its colors and set- 
led on the mascot “Tigers.” These games were 
i- i hit in 1940, but any momentum gained for 
i ithletics by the games was soon demolished 
3y the coming of World War II and the draft. 
ie The athletics issue eventually re­
gained focus, with proponents believing ath­
letics could mean ministry opportunities. But 
Olivet’s Board of Trustees was slow to make 
any drastic changes. Eventually, because in­
tramurals remained a large component to 
student life, Olivet hired its first full-time di­
rector of athletics in 1958: C.W. Ward.
Just a few years later, in 1966, the ap­
peal for an intercollegiate sports program 
was approved. Today, 41 years later, Olivet 
offers 18 varsity sports (including cheerlead- 
ing), upholds the mission “To Provide Op­
portunities for Ministry Through Athletics” 
and has taken a place on the national scene.
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Christm as break was cut short for 13 
members of the Olivet track and field team, 
who did anything but relax during a week- 
long effort to make a difference. Along with 
coaches Ashley Palmer and Mike McDow­
ell, the team traveled to New Orleans from 
Dec. 31, 2006, to Jan. 6, 2007, to aid in the 
hurricane-relief efforts in New Orleans. 
The mission trip included gutting, power- 
washing and painting various homes, as 
well as cleaning and mowing 61 lawns.
Palmer, a team leader and graduate 
assistant, said she went on a mission trip 
to Costa Rica when she was in college and 
wanted to provide that kind of an opportu­
nity for Olivet’s track team.
The team’s original plan was to fly to 
the Dominican Republic to help with min­
istry and construction, but when complica­
tions arose, the team contacted Nazarene 
Disaster Relief and made arrangements to 
help with hurricane relief.
Senior Jenny Ellis said one of the 
most memorable experiences was wher 
the homeowners from one of their hous 
ing assignments came home on the team’s 
second day in New Orleans. It had onl] 
been the family’s second day back to Nev 
Orleans in 16 months.
“It was definitely a God thing tha 
they chose that day to return,” Ellis said 
“The husband kept thanking us over anc 
over and telling us that he was speechless 
It was neat to see how our work was mak­
ing an impact and blessing to others.”
While the work was rewarding, i 
was also difficult. Team members saic 
they were surprised by how much physi 
cal labor their bodies could handle, espe 
daily with the addition of their norma; 
track workouts after each day’s work.
244 Feature Story
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One of the team’s favorite memories 
was an impromptu wrestling match held 
in the lounge. Pumped up from watching 
ultimate-fighting tapes, the guys received 
bruises and rug burns, while the girls also 
enjoyed wrestling each other in a makeshift 
wrestling ring.
“I enjoyed getting to know the track 
guys better,” said freshman Brett Stewart. 
“Staying up late with the guys was hilarious. 
We got to learn a lot more about each oth-
During their stay in New Orleans, 
track team members held the mindset that 
the trip was meant to serve others; and while 
the work was tiring, they left with the satis­
faction that they did something worthwhile.
“It was a satisfying feeling when it 
was all over,” Stewart said. “I feel 
like our team did a great job.” 
For Palmer, the best part was walking 
down the street and having people ask why 
they were there.
“Even though we were only there for 
five days, you could see how much we actu­
ally helped the people,” she said.
The team’s effort helped put hope 
back in the lives of those whose homes were 
destroyed. And team members had hope for 
the citizens of New Orleans.
“My hope is that the foundation of 
this city is not only rebuilt, but comes to be 
focused on Jesus,” Ellis said.

FI
A fte r  starting the year 0-6, 
le  football team rallied for four 
traight victories before ending the 
eason with a four-point loss to 
aird-ranked St. Ambrose Univer­
ity to post a 4-7 record. Harrison 
Irewer and return specialist Allen 
ufford were named Mid-States 
'ootball Association First-Team 
11-Midwest League.
D id  yo u  kn ow ?
l t d
The Tigers set an NAIA 
national record for most 
consecutive games with­
out being shut out at 192 
games.
1. Freshman wide receiver Chris Bufford 
dodges a defender — and prepares for a 
march to the end zone.
2. The 2006 football team, led by head 
coach Gary Newsome.
3. Junior linebacker Jeremy Robinson 
pushes through an opposing offensive 
player, keeping his eye on the ball carrier.
4. Senior linebacker Steve Robbins takes 
down the opposing ball carrier.
Football 247
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T h e  men’s soccer team had a slow 1-3 
kart to the season, but the Tigers regrouped 
|) finish 9-7-1 overall and 5-3-1 in the Chi- 
'igoland Collegiate Athletic Conference 
X AC). In the postseason, the team dropped 
CCAC quarterfinal match 1-0 to St. Xavier 
University. Paul Dawson, Chad Houseman 
Ind Vincent Mkhwanazi were named to the 
ll-CCAC Second Team.
D id  yo u  kn ow ?
H d
In 2006, the Tigers host­
ed a Chicagoland Col­
legiate Athletic Confer­
ence Tournament game 
for the first time.
1. Brett Sayre skillfully passes 
the ball to his teammate.
2. Luke Smith observes the field, 
planning his next strategy.
3. Josh Ayers looks for an open 
teammate.
4. Chad Houseman makes his 
way down the field.
5. The 2006 men’s soccer team, 
led by head coach Mark How­
ard..
Men’s Soccer 249
l
D id  y o u  k n o w ?
The Tigers’ 1-0 victory at Trinity International on Sept. 
30 was their first victory at the Deerfield, 111., school.
1. The 2006 women’s soccer team, led by head coach Bill Bahr.
2. Danielle Johnston returns the ball to her teammates.
3. Awna Johnson leaves her opponent in the dust as she passes to a teammate.
4. Casey Stenzinger helps her teammate quench her thirst on the sidelines.
5. Lacey Homer paces the ball downfield.
T h  e Tigers ended the 2006 
son at 10-7-2 overall and 5-3-1 in th 
Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic Con 
ference (CCAC). The team fell to St 
Xavier University in the semifinal 
of the CCAC Tournament and lost t 
Trinity International University in a 
NCCAA North Central Region Semifi 
nal match.
250 Women’s Soccer

D id  y o u  k n o w ?
1 1 ®
The Tigers participated in 
their first-ever NCCAA Na­
tional Tournament.
If this year was any indication, the future looks bright f(J 
Olivet’s golf team. A  young Tiger squad featured nine freshmen -jj 
and placed second in the ONU Invitational to open the season, 
well as second at the Northern Illinois Intercollegiate Golf Confe 
ence (NIIGC) Championship.
Seth Doran, who shot a 77 in the NIIGC Championship, tie 
for NIIGC Player of the Year. Jordan Dillard, who shot a 78, an 
Jason Hopkins, at 79, were named NIIGC First-Team All-Confei 
ence.
1. Jordan Dillard lines up his shot for the perfect putt.
2. Bob Workman watches his shot fly, hoping to make a hole-in-one.
3. Josh Koch calms himself as he prepares to swing.
4. The 2006 golf team, led by head coach Jeff Schimmelpfennig.
5. Seth Doran gives it all he’s got to make it to the hole.
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“In the past four years, 
cheerleading has been one 
of my favorite parts of my 
ONU experience, and I 
(have) met some of my best 
friends at Olivet through 
cheering. The 2006-2007 
squad has been my favorite 
all-around group of people 
to cheer with, and I’m going 
to miss you all next year!” 
—Jill Niemi
“That same goodness 
known as the glory of God 
is what sustained the team 
and brought us encourage­
ment. ... We could glorify 
God through the richness 
of His grace in and out of 
the gym.”
—Peter Sammons
254 Cheerleading
“The highlight of our sea­
son is always Homecom­
ing. Everyone works so 
hard for our halftime show. 
This year, I would have to 
say, was the best that I can 
remember.”
—Coach Karen Eylander
rThe 2006-07 ONU Cheerleaders (from left to right), first row: Jill Neimi and Stephanie Swenson; second row: Reeve Hutchens, Tim Cox, 
; er Sammons, Nick Stone and Matt Swenson; third row: Julie Bontz, Hayley Henry, Aubrey Schumacher, Jessica Hernandez, Bria Wellenreiter 
c I Bethany Axmark; and back row: Rebecca Hughes, Sarah Stevenson, Sam Moor, Natalie Siemer and Shannon Bassett.
. The cheerleaders triumphantly pose in their final tricky position as the fans cheer them on.
The cheerleaders get ready to finish their pyramid during halftime.
(ill Niemi flies confidently through the air during a football game.
T h e  men’s cross-coun­
try team finished 27th at its first 
NAIA National Meet in three years. 
Leading the way was Kacey Carr, 
who won the NAIA Region VII 
Meet (25:58.86) and placed 56th 
(26:14.75) at the national meet. 
He was named the regional runner 
of the year for the second straight 
season.
D id  yo u  kn ow ?
The Tigers won the Chicagoland 
Collegiate Athletic Conference, 
NAIA Region VII and a berth to the 
NAIA National Meet for the first 
time since 2003.
1. The men’s cross-country team begins the race with 
a determined start.
2. The team huddles at the end of a practice.
3. The 2006 men’s cross-country team, led by head 
coach Michael McDowell.
256 Men’s Cross Country
T h  e women’s cross-country team, ranked second in the country, finished eighth at its fifth 
traight NAIA National Meet, paced by Bethany McCoy, who placed third (17:57-45)- McCoy was 
lamed the NAIA Region VII Runner of the Year and an NAIA All-American. The Tigers also cap- 
ured the conference and regional titles.
D id  y o u  k n o w ?
m m Q
The Tigers were ranked 
second for most of the 
cross-country season, the 
highest ranking ever by a 
Tiger squad.
1. The 2006 women’s cross-country team, led by head coach Mi­
chael McDowell.
2. The team comes together before a meet to get ready, get pumped 
up and encourage one another.
3. The Tigers pull away from the competition.
4. Olivet’s runners take off from the starting line.
Women’s Cross Country 257
T h e  men’s tennis 
team finished the fall sea­
son at 5-0. Entering the 
spring season, the Tigers 
were shooting for their 
fifth consecutive appear­
ance in the NAIA National 
Tournament.
D id  yo u  kn ow ?
i « v
The Tigers were ranked 
19th in the initial NAIA 
Top 25 Poll of the spring.
1. The 2006-07 men’s tennis team, led by 
head coach Obie Coomer.
2. Mark Bell serves to his opponent with 
force and skill.
3. Christian Sanchez stays on his toes, 
waiting to make his next move.
258 Men’s Tennis
I
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i h e  women’s ten­
nis team posted a 10-1 
mark in the fall season. 
Jill Haas became the first 
Olivet tennis player to win 
an ITA Regional Tourna­
ment and advance to an 
ITA National Tourna­
ment.
D id  yo u  kn ow ?
m m O
The Tigers were ranked 
21st in the initial NAIA Top 
25 Poll of the spring.
1. The 2006-07 women’s tennis team, 
led by head coach Obie Coomer.
2. Jennifer Ramsay keeps her eye on the 
ball.
3. Jade Stanlick returns the ball to her
A fte r  an NAIA Elite Eight finish 
in 2005-06, the men’s basketball team 
entered 2006-07 with question marks.
But following a rocky start to the 
year, the Tigers were 8-7 at the semes­
ter break, were ranked in the NAIA Top 
25 throughout most of the second se­
mester and won 9 of 12 games to close 
out the regular season at second in the 
CCAC. In the process, they lost the sec­
ond-leading scorer Stan Chismark to a 
knee injury.
Despite a semifinal loss in the 
CCAC Tournament, the Tigers gained 
an at-large berth to the NAIA Nation­
al Tournament, where they fell in the 
opening round to end the year at 17-12 
overall and 7-3 in the CCAC.
Chismark and Phil French were 
named to the All-CCAC First Team. 
Josh Bronke and Tyler Wallenfang were 
named honorable mention selections.
1. The 2006-07 men’s basketball team, led by head coach 
Ralph Hodge.
2. Bobby Huck looks to pass the ball to the post.
3. John Martin beats his opponent to the basket.
 ^ The Tigers qualified for their
D id  yo u  kn ow ? I3th NAIA Division I Na­
tional Tournament, the mosr P 
by a school from Illinois.
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D id  yo u  kn ow ?
« « «
The Tigers led all of women’s col­
lege basketball in points per game 
at 102.7.
1. Kellie Mullin prepares to make her next move to 
elude her defender.
2. The 2006-07 women’s basketball team, led by 
head coach Doug Porter.
3. Coach Doug Porter takes his players aside in the 
huddle to talk strategy during a game.
T h  e highest-scoring team in NAIA Division I last season continued that trend in 2006 
07, as the Tigers averaged 102.7 per contest and set a University record for points with a i 45-52 
defeat of Calumet College of St. Joseph in November.
Despite the scoring effort, the team struggled to a 6-10 mark before the start of the Chi- 
cagoland Collegiate Athletic Conference (CCAC) season. But a win over third-ranked St. Xavier 
University in the CCAC opener fueled a 12-2 finish and a tie for the CCAC regular season title.
The team fell to St. Xavier in the conference championship game to finish the year at 20-
I  13 overall and 11-1 in the conference.
Kellie Mullin, Hilary Disch and Maggie Sillar were named All-CCAC First Team, and Pop- 
J py Miller was tabbed a second-team all-conference selection.
A fte r  starting the year 
at 1-7, the volleyball team re­
bounded to win 29 of its next 
36 matches and collect its 
sixth Chicagoland Collegiate 
Athletic Conference(CCAC) 
Regular Season Champion­
ship. With two straight wins 
in the NAJA Region VII Tour­
nament, the Tigers also qual­
ified for a fifth appearance in 
the NAIA National Tourna­
ment. There, the Tigers lost 
three matches to end the 
year 30-16 overall and 8-1 in 
the CCAC.
Megan Gullickson was 
named an NAIA Third-Team 
All-American and Michelle 
McFadden was an NAIA 
Honorable Mention All- 
American selection.
1. The 2006 volleyball team, led by head 
coach Brenda Williams.
2. Michelle McFadden tips the ball as her 
teammates prepare for the block.
3. The team comes together before a 
match.
D id  yo u  kn ow ? The Tigers won their sixth Chicagoland 
Collegiate Athletic Conference Regular 
Season Championship in seven years.
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W h ile  not an intercolle- 
I giate sport, club volleyball began 
I at Olivet in 1989 and has been 
I an on-and-off part of campus life 
I since then. The 12-member team 
is self-supporting: players do all 
I of their own fund-raising to keep 
the team in existence.
D id  y o u  k n o w ?
The club volleyball team 
has advanced to the na­
tional tournament for 
five consecutive years.
1. The club volleyball team played an alumni 
team during Homecoming weekend.
2. The team puts up a hard fight against the 
alumni volleyball team during Homecoming.
3. Two club volleyball team members go up 
for the block.
4. Ryan McClellan and Drew DeYoung get 
ready for the ball to come their way as an op­
ponent serves.
5. A club volleyball player puts the ball over 
the net.
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I  must admit that there have been 
points during the coming together of this 
book when I was not sure that it would come 
together. However, thanks to many differ­
ent people and their efforts, we were able to 
complete the unique, once-in-a-lifetime task 
of bringing you the Centennial Aurora.
First, I have to extend a giant thanks 
to assistant editor Jayme Karenko. Your 
extreme amount of extra time and immense 
amount of extra effort during the last few 
weeks of work on the book were more help­
ful than you can know. I know that you were 
overwhelmed beyond belief and things were 
thrown at you with no warning at all due 
to my family emergency, but you made it 
through and did an amazing job. This book 
would never have been finished without you, 
and I never would have made it through such 
a tough time without you, either. I cannot 
begin to thank you enough, but just remem­
ber ... you are my hero!
To the rest of the A u r o r a  staff: This 
year was definitely interesting, and we had 
a lot of technical difficulties, unforeseen 
staff member changes and communication 
issues outside of our own control, but you 
can breathe your sighs of relief; we made it! 
Several of you stepped up to pull the extra 
weight when I was not able to be there, and 
your help will not be forgotten. Thank you 
for making this a great year through it all!
Heather Shaner, you went above and 
beyond your position as adviser and helped me 
through a ton of unforeseen tough times this 
year when you could have left me to handle 
them on my own. Thank you from the bottom 
of my heart for the extra support, for know­
ing how to help me get the job done and, of 
course, for all of the strawberry Laffy Taffy. I 
couldn’t have asked for a better adviser.
Marc Shaner, you did a tremendous 
amount to help us out when it was most defi­
nitely not in your job description. Thank you 
so much for chipping in and helping us finish 
the sports section!
Mom and Dad, I know you were wor­
ried about me going into this year, especially 
finishing up with 19 hours and the job of execu­
tive editor, but you never wavered in your sup­
port and believed in me all along, even when 
you thought I was crazy. I know that you think 
I put too much on myself, but I know that I 
never could have made it through all of the 
times I have overworked myself without you 
there. I love you!
Andrew, thank you for not giving up on 
me. I know that there were times you probably 
thought I was lost in my office forever and you 
wondered when we’d have time to talk again, 
but because of your support, understanding 
and little encouraging messages throughout 
the day, I knew you’d be there when things 
calmed down a bit. I love you!
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To my roommates, Amber, Chelsea 
and Liz, you have been amazing! Thank you 
for bringing me tons of laughs and hugs dur­
ing my busiest times, and for leaving the light 
on during my latest of nights. Whether you 
shared time with me in the office, brought me 
late-night snacks I shouldn’t have been eat­
ing, helped me do a job that wasn’t yours to 
do, pretended to be excited about the year­
book or just talked to me when things weren’t 
going well, you were wonderful! And Lizzy, of 
course, thanks for your interpretive dance.
Thank you to Tim and Davey just for 
being who you are. Your friendship and com­
plete insanity help me get through when you 
don’t even know. You always know how to 
get me laughing when I’m almost in tears.
Tabitha, our Monday night dinners al­
ways brought a welcome break in the middle 
of a night of work. So simple, but so good.
The hat in the photo above is signed by every executive editor o f  the A
To Aaron Payne, thank you for always 
stopping by to make sure things were going 
all right, for leaving me my only Post-It be­
cause you knew it broke my heart that I didn’t 
get them, and for being a constant source of 
encouragement ... and no, I don’t want any 
Spark.
To the rest of my fellow ASC mem­
bers, thank you for your prayers and support. 
Whether it was a voicemail from McCartha, a 
hug from E-Hall or a Psalm from Ian remind­
ing me of the Biblical command to rest, I nev­
er would have made it through without your 
encouragement. You are a wonderful group!
Kenn Knisley, thank you for the many 
encouraging words, hugs, pictures and con­
stant support. You always brightened my days 
just by showing up to show me some love.
Gordon Wickersham, thank you for 
having been a tremendous help in acquiring 
pictures and information for this book. Our 
workload in gathering old photos and infor­
mation was greatly eased by your help.
Heather Day and all in the office 
of Marketing Communications, thank 
you for your tremendous help! You contrib­
uted a great deal that we would have been lost 
without!
And thank you, everyone that I know  
I’ve forgotten to thank. There have been so 
many of you that have helped this book come 
together and helped me to maintain my san­
ity. I could never have done this without each 
and every one of you. Don’t let the absence of 
your name being mentioned make this thank-
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Intramurals 305
T hroughout the year, students participate in a variety of intramural sports, which provide 
opportunities to meet new people and be active without being part of an intercollegiate team. 
Intramural sports range from softball and basketball to euchre and Mario Kart.
1. Senior Brandon Davey pitches for the Big Stix during a chilly day of 
co-ed softball.
2. Senior Neal Peterson gets ready to make a hit for his team during a 
frigid game against the Big Stix.
3. Debbie Zwirkoski waits for the perfect pitch.
4. Josh Kennedy successfully makes it to second, keeping his eye on 
the ball.
HII.
1. The 2006-07 men’s track and field 
team, coached by Michael McDowell.
2. Junior Brian Robbins strains at the fin­
ish to take the lead over an opponent.
3. Freshman Christopher McCarty takes 
off with power out of the blocks.
4. Sophomore Rory Fry passes the baton 
to Derrick Wauthier who will run the next 
leg of the relay.
5. Senior pole-vaulter Mark Hollis pushes 
himself to force his body over the pole.
T h e  men’s track and field team opened the season 
with a second-place finish in the Illinois Wesleyan Univer­
sity Relays, and as the season continued, the Tigers proved 
to be a tough opponent.
Kacey Carr and Mark Hollis took first place in their 
respective events at the NCCAA Indoor Championships, 
and the team finished fourth overall. The Tigers also placed 
fourth at the Chicagoland Championships.
To cap the season, Hollis won his second straight NAIA 
national pole-vaulting title, and Carr and Ryan Richert fin­
ished second and third, respectively, in the marathon. Ken­
dall Thomas finished seventh in the hammer throw.
D id  yo u  kn ow ? Mark Hollis is a two-time NAIA na­
tional pole-vaulting champion. He 
claimed the 2007 crown with a vault 
of 1 /5  3/4”.
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308 Women’s Track and Field
1. Aulbrey Gailey, Bethany McCoy 
and Carmin Green round the turn.
2. The 2006-07 women’s track and 
field team, coached by Michael Mc­
Dowell.
3. Jenny Ellis attempts to overtake 
an opponent from Taylor Univeristy.
4. Alison Gremar, Cheri Hoffmann, 
McCoy and Green stick together at 
the start of a race.
5. Lindsey Zurlinden and Sarah 
Juenger cross the finish line.
D id  yo u  kn ow ? Bethany McCoy, Carmin Green, 
Cheri Hoffmann and Aulbrey Gailey 
became Olivet’s first relay team to 
win an NAIA national title.
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T h  e women’s track and field team began the season 
with a third-place finish at the Illinois Wesleyan University 
Relays, upholding the team’s reputation for strong starts.
The trend continued with Carmin Green and Betha­
ny McCoy both taking first in their respective events at the 
NAIA National Indoor Meet. The team also placed fifth at 
the NCCAA National Meet.
And the Tigers posted a strong finish at the NAIA na­
tional meet, as the 4x800 relay team of McCoy, Green, Cheri 
Hoffmann and Aulbrey Gailey placed first; McCoy won the 
1,500-meter run and Green finished third; Jenny Ellis placed 
fourth in the marathon; and Kaylin Himes placed third in 
pole-vaulting. The Tigers finished fifth overall.
1
1. The 2006-07 Tiger baseball team, coached 
by Elliot Johnson.
2. Paul Bergan dashes back toward first base to 
beat the throw.
3. Third baseman Tim Allen watches for the 
hit.
4. Coach Johnson keeps his eye on the field.
5. Pitcher Luke Highley aims for a strike.
D id  y o u  k n o w ?
Twenty former Tiger baseball 
players have gone on to play 
professional baseball.
D espite  13 new fac­
es on the Tiger baseball 
roster, the team managed 
a 26-18 overall mark and 
a 13-7 record in the Chi- 
cagoland Collegiate Ath­
letic Conference (CCAC) 
— good enough to tie for 
second place.
In postseason play, 
the Tigers won the CCAC 
Tournament, securing a 
place in the NAIA Region 
VII Tournament, where 
they fell in two games.
A season highlight 
was coach Elliot Johnson’s 
800th career win.
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Y o u th  was not an issue for this 
year’s softball team, which featured 
eight freshmen.
_ 1. The Tiger softball team huddles together.
The TigerS posted a 38-17 over- 2. The 2006-07 Tiger softball team, coached
all record and a 16-2 first-place finish !?y Rltchie Richardson.
. , i ,  n  ,1 . A i i  * 3. Marcia Grimes makes contact at the plate,
in the Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic 4. Pitcher Lauren Chessum powerfully wind-
Conference before placing second in mills the bail to home.
the CCAC Tournament. 5- O ^ ld e r A m y  Murray aims her throw.
In a rain-shortened NCCAA Na­
tional Tournament, the Tigers finished 
second, losing to Bethel College in the 
championship game.
D id  y o u  k n o w ?
v i d
The Tigers have made 
four NAIA World Se­
ries appearances over 
the last decade.
314 Senior Banquet
IVlembers of the Class of 2007 gath­
ered together in April to celebrate their ac­
complishments at this year’s version of the 
Senior Banquet, held at the InterContinen­
tal Hotel in downtown Chicago. The annual 
event took on a different flair this year in a 
more intimate setting.
The banquet program included a wel­
come from the senior class president, Ange­
la Beavuias, prayer offered by class sponsor 
Dr. Mark Quanstrom, and senior superlative 
awards presented by Chelsea McKay and 
McCartha McKenzie.
Most seniors continued the celebrat­
ing after the banquet, staying in the city for 
one last hoorah with their friends.
1. Senior class treasurer Chelsea McKay and Kathy Steinacker, 
director of community life, spent much time coordinating the ban­
quet.
2. Jenifer Bowman and Justin Torrence show their true colors dur­
ing dinner at the banquet.
3. Good friends Grace Gessner and Brent Keemle take a moment to 
capture one of their last times together.
4. The banquet was held at Chicago’s gorgeous InterContinental 
Hotel.
5. Liz Hilger and Brian Chandler enjoy some down time during 
dinner to look at some instant pictures of the evening.
6. Students greet each other as they arrive at the hotel.
7. Sarah McDevitt and Michelle Bateman show off their respective 
senior superlative awards, Miss Congeniality and Most Fashion­
able.
8. Seniors socialize as they wait to be served a delicious meal in 
the ballroom.
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T h e  2007 Commencement marked a 
milestone in Olivet history. Held May 5, it was 
the Commencement of the Centennial class. 
The morning’s beautiful weather served as 
the perfect setting for the outside ceremony, 
punctuated by a powerful and humorous ad­
dress from Dr. Gary Streit, provost of the Uni­
versity.
More than 1,400 degrees — including 
455 traditional undergraduate — were pre­
sented on the day, marking the second largest 
class to graduate from Olivet.
A variety of awards were also presented 
during the traditional undergraduate ceremo­
ny. Rebekah Smidt and Matt Scheibel were 
honored with the Robert Milner and Maggie 
Sloan awards, given each year to the outstand­
ing male and female graduates. Honorary doc­
torate degrees were awarded to Cecil Crawford, 
founder of TicketMaster, and the Rev. Mark 
Hostetler, pastor of Grace Church of the Naz- 
arene in Portage, Ind. The Richard M. Jones 
Faculty Award for Teaching Excellence went to 
Behavioral Sciences professor Dr. Lisa Gassin.
316 Commencement
1. Members of the Class of 2007 stand in eager anticipation as the ceremony begins.
2. Students make their way from their seats to the platform to receive their diplomas.
3. Krisitn Stockng and Mike Stogsdill, diplomas in hand, show their excitement after the closing 
of the Commencement ceremony.
4. A surprised Bekah Smidt makes her way to the platform to receive the Maggie Sloan Award, 
annually given to the outstanding female graduate.
5. Luke Smith, video camera in hand, receives his diploma from Dr. Bowling.
6. Brad Smith gives a smile and wave to cheering family and friends after receiving his diploma.
7. The four graduating members of ROTC were commissioned in front of the Commencement 
crowd following the presentation of diplomas.
8. Shane Coumia used the receiving of his diploma as a photo opportunity, making sure to get a 
picture with Dr. Bowling.
9. Dr. Gary Streit delivered the Centennial Commencement address.
10. Jill Neimi returns to her seat after receiving her diploma.
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T h  e highly anticipated 2007 ONU musical pro­
duction of West Side Story played in February to sell­
out crowds in Kresge Auditorium.
A 1957 Tony Award-winning Broadway musical 
and a 1961 film, West Side Story portrays the story of 
two teenage gangs on the Upper West Side of Manhat­
tan: the American Jets and the Puerto Rican Sharks. 
The two gangs are continuously fighting and causing 
trouble around town while being closely watched by Of­
ficer Krupke.
Maria, the sister of Sharks leader Bernardo, falls 
in love with Jet Tony, causing an even greater battle 
between the gangs, which eventually leaves Bernardo 
dead. The musical ends with a powerful last line from 
Maria to Tony, who has just been killed: “Te adoro, An­
ton” or “I adore you, Anthony.”
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1. Luke Frame portrayed the role of Ma­
ria’s love interest, Tony, in the 2007 mu­
sical production West Side Story.
2. Lisa Denault played a fiery Anita, girl­
friend of the Sharks’ leader, Bernardo , 
portrayed by Andrew Biggs.
3. Steve Cargile and Michael Mclntire 
share a scene as Jets Snowboy and Riff.
4. Ashley Mclntire, as lead character 
Maria, performs the song “I Feel Pretty.”
5. Danny Quanstrom, Ruben Lillie, 
Steve Cargile, Dave Mohr and Jared 
Morehouse perform as members of the 
the Jets gang.
6. Luke Frame as Tony sings his heart 
out while the Jets and the Sharks are on 
either side of him.
7. The Jets hold a song-ending pose dur­
ing the production.
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Chalfant Hall, usually the home to cha­
pel services, was transformed into a “profes­
sional” wrestling arena in February.
Tiger Championship Wrestling (TCW) is 
an annual wrestling event sponsored by Men’s 
Residential Life. The 1,000 people in atten­
dance saw a show full of power bombs, body 
slams and the occasional garbage-can shot to 
the head.
The “professional” wrestling extravagan­
za gives the opportunity for students to trade 
in their textbooks and clickers for singlets and 
title belts to become professional wrestlers for 
one night.
Highlights of the show included Chief 
Executioner Officer beating Irish to become 
the TCW Champion, The Nazarene World Or­
der capturing the tag-team titles and a sur­
prise appearance from Dr. Jay Martinson. Dr. 
Martinson’s appearance was a crowd favorite, 
but he was no match for TCW legend Manteno 
Mangier, who pinned the professor 1,2,3.
1. Peter Hall pins Kyle Autrey for the win during their match.
2. Dr. Jay Martinson brouht intimidation to his battle with the Manteno 
Mangier.
3. Seniors Jon Hall, “Irish,” and Gary Bishir, “The Manteno Mangier,” 
say goodbye to the TCW crowd.
4. Josh Kennedy and Chris Walker sport some amazing plaid shorts and 
strike a pose as they make their entrance.

a n d  y e t . . .


